



This book is intended to be an index of representative space photographs available from NASA. Color 
4-by-5-inch transparencies and black-and·white 8·by·10·inch glossies are available free to information media. 
Tran;;parencies are loaned for a iimited period and must be returned. Non·information media may obtain 
identical material at a laboratory service charge through a photographic contractor. For information write: 
Audio Visual Branch, Public Information Division, Code FP, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20546 
These photographs are government publications - not subject to copyright. They may not be used to state or 
ifPp:y the endorsement by NASA or by any NASA employee of a commercial product, process or service, or 
used in any other manner that might mislead. Accordingly, it is requested that if any photograph is used in 
advertising, posters, books, etc., layout and copy be submitted to NASA prior to release. 
NAME LAUNCH 
1956 
VANGUARD Dec. 8,1956 
1957 
VANGUARD May 1, 1967 
VANGUARD Oct. 23, 1957 
VANGUARD Dec.6,1957 
1958 
EXPLORER I Feb. 1, 1958 
VANGUARD I' Mar. 17, 1958 
VANGUARD June 26, 1958 
EXPLORER III Mar. 26, 1958 
EXPLORER IV July 26, 1958 
PIONEER I Oct. 11, 1958 
PIONEER III Dec. 6,1958 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
V AN TV-O .••.... Test Vehicle - Non·NASA 
VAN TV-1 Test Vehicle - Non-NASA 
VAN TV-2 Test Vehicle - Non·NASA 
VAN TV·3 (BU) ••. Test Vehicle - Non·NASA 
Jupiter - C 
VAN TV·4 
VAN SLV-2 
Jupiter - C 




Energetic Particles: Discovered Van Allen Belt. (ABMA) 
Non-NASA 
Geodetic Survey: Determined Earth is slightly 
pear-shaped; signals last acquired May, 1964 (NRLl 
Launch Vehicle - Non-NASA 
Energetic Particles: Additional Van Allen Belt Data. 
(ABMA) Non-NASA 
Energetic Particles: Established spatial relationships and 
some properties of Argus radiation. (ABMA) 
Particles and Fields: Radial extent of radiation bends; 
hydromagnetic oscillation. First NASA Flight. 
Energetic Particles: Discovered second radiation belt. 
SPACECRAFT lAUNCH VEhiCLE RECOVERY B&W COLOR B&W COLOR B&W COLOR 
VAN-l 67-HC-472 VAN-2 N/A' 
VAN-3 67-HC-476 VAN-5 67-HC-477 
JAN-6 67-HC-479 VAN-7 67-HC-480 
VAN-8 67-HC-485 VAN-9A N/A 
58-Exp_ 1-2 N/A Space 12 N/A 
VAN-ll 67-HC-491 N/A 67-HC-488 
VAN-20 67-HC-498 VAN-21 N/A 
58-Exp_ 111-1 N/A N/A N/A 
58-Exp_ IV-l N/A N/A N/A 
58-P-l N/A N/A N/A 












LITTLE JOE I 
EXPLORER VII 
(S·la) 




Feb. 17, 1959 
Mar. 3, 1959 
April 13,1959 
June 22, 1959 
Aug. 7, 1969 
Sept. 9, 1969 
Sept. 18, 1959 
Oct. 4,1959 
Oct. 13, 1959 
Nov. 4, 1959 
Nov. 26, 1959 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
VAN SLV-4 ...... Meteorology: Precassion of s&tallite prevented usable 
cloud cover data. 
Juno II .........• Cislunar and Lunar Probe: F.c •• rg€tic Particles, passed 
within 37,300 mi. of -~. MOIm March 4, 1959. 
VAN SLV-5 ....... Magnetic Fields and Atmt'spheric Physics: 3D-inch 
sphere; 2n~ stage failure. 
VAN SLV-6 •.•••. Solar-Earth Heating; 2nd-ltage failure. 
Thor-Able ........ Particles and Meteorology: 3 radiation levels; crude cloud 
cover Image; ring of electric current circling Earth. 
Atlal-Blg Joe Suborbitel Mercury Capsule Test: Caplule luccessfully 
recovered after reentry telt. 
VAN SLV-7 ....•. Particles and Fields: megnetlc field lurvey, lower edge of 
radiation belt. 
Little Joe UV~ •.. Suborbital Mercury Caplule Telt: Quall!ied boolter for 
use with Mercury test program_ (WI) 
Juno 11(19A) • _ .. _ Energetic Particles; Data on radiation and magnetic 
storms; first micrometeorite penetration of sensor. 
Little Joe UV-l A_. Suborbital M&rcury Capsule Test: Capsule escape test. 
Escape rocket had a delay"d thrust buildup. (WI) 
Atlas-Able Lunar Orbiter: Shroud failure after 45 seconds. 
4 
SPACECRAFT LAUNCH VEHICLE RECOVERY 
B&W COLOR B&W COLOR B8:W COLOR 
VAN-25 67-HC-503 VAN-18 67-HC-501 
58-P-8 Pioneer IV - 10 58-P-12 Pioneer I V - 25 
VAN-23 67-HC-507 VAN-24 67-HC-505 
N/A 67-HC-509 VAN-15 67-HC-510 
59-EXP. VI-12 EXP. V 1-1 59-EXP. VI-6 EXP. VI-5 . 
M-35 N/A M-41 N/A 67-HC·1278 67-HC-460 
VAN-17 67· HC-515 VAN-16 67-HC-614 
MER. LJ.-49 L.J.-4 MERC. L.J.-53 LJ.-8 
59-EXP. VII-22 EXP. V 11-7 59-EXP. VII-27 EXP. VII-10 
MER. LJ.-85 N/A MER. L.J.-50 LJ.-7 
58-P·5 PIONEER 3-4 N/A N/A 
5 
NAME LAUNCH 
LITTLE JOE III Dec. 4,1959 
1960 
LITTLE JOE IV Jan. 21, 1960 
PIONEER V (P·2) Mar. 11, 1960 
TIROS I April 1, 1960 
SCOUT X April 18,1960 
SCOUT July 1, 1960 
MERCURY (MA'" July 29, 1960 
ECHO I (A·11) Aug. 12, 1960 
SCOUT Oct.4,1960 
VEHICLE 
'-ittle Joe L!V-2 
MISSION/REMARKS 
Suborbital Mercury Capsule Test: Escape system and 
biomedical tests; Monkey (Sam) used. (Hi. alt. abort 
demonstration at max. Q), (WI) 
Little Joe L!V-1 B .. Suborbital Mercury Capsule Test: Escape system and 
biomedicp' test; Monkey (Miss Sam) used. Repeat of Dec. 
4, 1959 fl.ght. (WI) 
Thor-Able IV _ .... Particles and Fields: Ciscytherean space; 1 st solar flare 
date; solar wind. 
Thor-Able ........ Meteorology; First global cloud cover picturef-. 
Scout X •...••.•. Launch Vehicle Development Test: Structural failure 
prevented 3rd-stage ignition (dummy 2nd and 4th 5tages); 
not a complete test vehicle. (WI) 
Scout ........... Launch Vehicle Development Test. (WI), 
Atlas ............ Suborbital Mercury Capsule Reentry Test: Atla5 ex-
ploded. 
Thor-Delta ...... Communications Earth Satellite: First passive communi-
cations satellite 100' sphere used for passive communica· 
tion and air density experiments. 
Scout ........... Launch Vehicle Development Test: Air Force Special 
Weapons Center radiation experiment payload Included. (WI). 
6 
SPACECRAFT LAUNCH VEHICLE RECOVERY B&W COLOR B&W COLOR B&W COLOR 
M-87 L.J.-16 MERC. L.J.-70 L.J.-ll 
M-85A LJ.-3 M-60 L.J.-13 MERC. L.J.-63 L.J.-14 
60-P-4V PIONEER 5-27 60-P2A-V PIONEER 5-74 
60-TI ROS-26 TIROS-l 60-TIROS-33 TIROS-ll 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
N/A N/A 60-S-35 N/A 
60-MAl-2 MA1-l 60-MAl-7 MAl-3 
60-E-6 ECHO 1-38 60-E-' ECHO 1-12 




















Nov. ~3, 1960 
Dec. 19, 1960 
1961 
Jan. 31, 1961 
Feb. 16, 1961 
Feb. 21,1961 
Feb. 24, 1961 
Mar. 24, 1961 
Mar. 25, 1961 
April 25, 1961 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Juno II •.•.•.•.... Ionosphere: Confirmed existence of helium layer in 
upper atmosphere. 
Little Joe UV-5 ... Suborbital Mercury Capsule Test: Mercury capsule 
system qualification; premature escape-rocket firing. (WI). 
Thor-Delta •...•. Meteorology: Optical and infrared photos of global cloud 
cover. 
Redstone •••.•.•• Suborbital Mercury Capsule Test: Urmanned 235-mile 
flight. Successful. 
Redstone Suborbital Mercury Capsule Test: 16-minute flight of 
chimpanzee (Ham); booster oversped. 
Scout ••..•.•.... Atmospheric PhysicsIVehicie Test: 12-ft. sphere. (WI). 
Atlas ....•.•.•••• Suborbital Mercury Capsule Test: Unmanned; 1,425 mile 
flight; successful. 
Juno II Ionosphere: 2nd-stage malfunction prevented 3rd-and 
4th-stage firing. 
Redstone ••.•.•.• Vehicle Test for Mercury Flight: Booster development 
test necessitated by MR-2 flight results. 
Thor-Delta ...••... Particles and F,elds: Interplanetary magnetic f,eld nc"r 
Earth mainly extension of Sun's magnetic field. 
Atlas ...••..••.•. Orbital Mercury Capsule Test: Failure in lst-stage; abort 
successful. 
B 
SPACECRAFT LAUNCH VEHICLE RECOVERY B&W COLOR B&W COLOR B&W COLOR 
60-EXP. VIII.3 EXP. VIII-12 60-EXP. VIII-6 EXP. VIII-14 
MERC. L.J.-121 N/A MERC. L.J.-127 N/A 
60-TIROS 11-18 TIROS-3 60-TIROS 11-12a TIROS-12 
60-MRl-9 MRl-3 60-MHl-15 MRl-13 60-MR1-14 
61-MR2-28 MR2-18 61-MR2-14 MR:7-7 61-MR2-23 MR2-20 
61-SIV-4 EXP.IX-15 61-SIV-8 EXP.IX-17 
61-MA2-3 MA2-4 61-MA2-5 N/A 
61-JUNO lla-ll 67-HC·459 61-JUNO l1a-14 N/A 
61·MR-BD-4 N/A 61·MR·BD·5 N/A 
61·DELTA-4·3 EXP. X-20 61·DELTA 4·12a EXP. X-21 
61·MA3·5 MA3·6 61·MA3-6 MA3·31 
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NAME LAUNCH 
EXPLORER XI April 27, 1961 
(S-15) 
LITTLE JOE-5B April 28, 1961 
FREEDOM 7 May 5, 1961 
TIROS III July 12, 1961 
LIBERTY BELL-7 July 21, 1961 
EXPLORER XII ,\ug_ 16, 1961 
(S-3) 
RANGER I Aug. 23, 1961 
EXPLORER XIII Aug. 25, 1961 
(S-55a) 
MERCURY (MA-4) Sept. 13, 1961 
SATURN TEST Oct. 27, 1961 
(SA-1) 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Juno II ..... _ .... Gamma Ray Astronomy: Eliminated simultaneous 
(4 stages) matter-antimatter creation theory of study state cosmol-
ogy. 
Little Joe UV-5B .. Suborbital Mercury Capsule Test: One booster engine 
fired late. Repeat of Mercury escape system lest. (WI). 
,,~ercury-Redstone-3 .Manned Sub-Orbital: Alan 8. Shepard, Jr_ 15 min. 
Thor-Delta. . . . .. Meterology: Good cloud cover picture, infrared data. 
Mercury-Redstone-4 .Manned Sub-Orbital: Virgil I. Grissr.om '5 min. 
Thor-Delta .... __ . Particles and Fields: Identified Van Allen Belt as a 
magnetosphere. Silent Dec. 6,1961. 
Atlas-Agena Particles and Fields: Lower Earth orbit than planned. 
Scout. . . . . . . .. . Micrometeoroidsl Vehicle Test: Premature reentry after 
three days. (WI). 
Atlas ............ Manned Space Systems: All capsule tracking and re-
covery objectives met. 
Saturn I 
10 
Launch Vehicle Development: Test of propulsrGn system 
of the booster (5-1); verification of aerodynamiC and 
structural design of entire vehicle. 
SPACECRAFT LAUNCH VEHICLE RECOVERY 
B&W COLOR B&W COLOR B&W COLOR 
61-JUNO II-B-l EXP_ XI-24 61-JUNO 11-8-23 EXP_ XI-23 
MLJ-46 MLJ-2 MLJ-53 MLJ-9 MLJ-51 MLJ-14 
61-MR3-47 MRs-ll 61-MR3-72A MR3-8 61-MR3-96A MR3-29 
61-TIROS 111-5 TIROS-2 61-TIROS 111-9 TIROS-13 
61-MR4-44 MR4-2 61-MR4-80 MR4-6 61-MR4-100 MR4-11 
61-S3-2 EXP_ XII-31 61-S3-8 EXP XII-30 
61-RANGER-3 RANGER 1-8 61-RANGER-15 RANGER 1-22 
61-S6-9 EYP_ XIII-35 61-S6-11 N!A 
61-M.A.4-4 MA4-8 61-MA4-10 MA4-10 61-MA4-15 















Nov_ 18, 1961 
Nov. 29,1961 
1962 
Jan. 26, 1962 
Feb. 8, 1962 
Feb. 20, 1962 
March 1, 1962 
March 7, 1962 
April 23, 1962 
April 25, 1962 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Atlas-Agena Particles and Fields: Agena failed to restart. 
Atlas ••.•••••.... Manned Space Systems: C~impanzee Enos 
Atlas-Agena 8 •.••• Lunar Exploration: TV pictures, hard instrument landing 
planned; 22,862 miles from Moon on Jan. 28 1962; TV 
pictures unusable. 
Thor-Delta •...... Meteorology: Supported Friendship 7 flight. 
Atlas •..••..•••.. Manned: John H. Gleen, Jr., 3 orbits. First manned 
orbital launch by U.S. 4 hrs. 55 min. 
Scout •.•..•.••• , Launch Vehicle Development; Reentry: Desired speed not 
achieved. (WI) 
Thor-Dplta ••..••. Solar Physics: Provided data on approx. 75 solar flares. 
Atlas-Agena 8 ...• , Lunar Exploration: TV pictures, hard instrument landing 
planned; loss of control 2 nours after launch; 1st U.S. 
lunar impact. (Far side) 
Saturn I 
12 
Launch Vehicle Test: Carried 95 tons of ballast water in 
upper stag<.s released at an altitude of 65 miles in order to 
observe the effect on the upper region of the atmosphere 
(Project High Water) 
SPACECRAFT LAUNCH VEHICLE RECOVERY 
B&W COLOR B&W COLOR B&W COLOR 
61-RANGER 2-2 RANGER 2-34 61-RANGE,,,! 2-8 RANGER 2-35 
61-MA5-9 MA5-1S 61-MA5-11 MA5-20 61-MA5-27 MA5-26 
62-RAI\IGE83-9 RANGER 3-36 62-RANGER 3-10 RANGER 3-42 
62-TIROS IV-l0 TIROS-2 62-TIROS IV-5 TIROS-14 
62-MA6-74 MA6-1 62-MA6-111 MA6-38 62-MA6-137 MA6-47 
62-SCOUT Nil>. 62-SCOUT 
REENTRY-4 REENTRY-5 
62-0S0-6 OSO-8 62-0S0-12 OSO-6 
62-RANGER 4-4 RANGER 4-51 62-RANGER 4-10 RANGER 4-54 
62-SA2-11 SA2-20 62-SA2-6 SA2-21 
13 
NAME LAUNCH 
ARIEL I April 26, 1962 
AURORA 7 (MA-7) May 24, 1962 
TIROS V June 19, 1962 
TELSTAR I July 10, 1962 
MARINER I July 22, 1962 
MARINER II Aug. 27, 1962 
REENTRY II Aug. 31, 1962 
TIROS VI Sept. 18, 1962 
ALOUETTEI Sept. 29, 1962 





Ionosphere: Investigated solar eftects. First International 
Satellite. (United Kingdom). 
Atlas ....•.•..... Manned: M. Scott Carpenter; 3 orbits, 4 hr. 56 min. 
Thor-Delta 
Thor-Delta 
Meteorology: Infrared system inoperative; good cloud 
cover pictures. 
Communications: First privately built satellite. First TV 
transmission. 
Atlas-Agen" B ..... Scientific Venus Probe: Atlas deviated from course and 
was destroyed by Range Safety Officer. 
Atlas-Agena B ..... Planetary Exploration: Vensus; first successful inter-
planetary probe. Found no magnetic field; high surface 
temperatures of approximately 800°F. Passed Vensus 
Dec. 14, 1967 Jt 21,648 miles, 109 days after launch. 
Scout ........... Reentry Test (28,000 fps): Late 3rd-stage ignition 
desired speed not achieved. (WI). 
Thor-Delta ....... Meteorology: Infrared sensor omitted. Stopped operating 
Oct. '1, 1963. 
Thor-Agena B ..... lonosph"e: Radiation belt effects. Second International 
Satellite (Canada). (WTR) 
Thor-Delta ..•.... Particles and Fields: Data compared with that of E:x-
plorer XII. Mission data ceased Aug. 1963. 
14 
SPACECRAFT LAUNCH VEHICLE RECOVERY B&W COLOR B&W COLOR B&W COLOR 
62-S51-1 UK-l-6 62-S51-19 UK-1-7 
62-MA7-99 MA7-28 62-MA7-94 MA7-38 62-MA7-107 MA7-65 
62-TIROS V-22 TIROS-l0 62·TIROS V-17 TIROSV-18 
62-TELSTAR-l0 TELSTAR-l 62-TELSTAR-24 TELSTAR-3 
62-MARINER 1-3 MARINER 1-6 62-MARINER 1-14 MARINER 1-10 
62-MARINER 11-1 MARINER 11-18 62-MARINER 11-16 MARINER 11-20 
63-SC(JUT N/A 63-SCOUT N/A REENTRY-II-l REENTRY-II-3 
62-TIROS VI-l0 TIROS-7 62-TIROS VI-6 TIROS-19 
62-ALOUETTE-12 ALOUETTE-l 62-ALOUETTE-13 ALOUETTE-S 
62-S3A-3 EXP. XIV-36 62-S3A-6 EXP. XIV-42 
15 
NAME 















Oct. 18, 1962 
Oct. 27, 1962 
Nov. 16, 1962 
Dec. 13, 1962 
Dec. 16, 1962 
1963 
Feb. 14, 1963 
March 28, 1963 
April 3, 1963 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMAR KS 
Atlas ... " .. , .... Manned: Walter A. Schirra; 6 orbits, 9 hr. 13 min. 
Atlas-Agena B ..... Lunar Exploration: TV pictures, hard instrument landin9 
planned. Power loss; 450 miles from Moon Oct. 20, 1962; 
no TV pictures. 
Thor-Delta Particles and Fields: De-spin system failed, directional 
detectors almost unusable. Silent January 1963. 
Saturn I ......... Launch Vehicle Development: Second "Project High 
Water" using 95 tons of water released at an altitude 90 
nautical miles. 
Thor-Delta ....... Communications: Initial power failure overcomb. Wide-
band transmission; TV capability or 300 channel tele-
phony, one way. 
Scout ........... Micrometeoroids: First statistical sample; flux level 
found to lie between estimated extremes; 64 penetrations 
of sample materials over useful life of seven months. 
Seror area 30 sq. ft. (WI). 
Thor-Delta Communications: First synchronous orbit. Radio contact 
lost at insertion into orbit. 
Saturn I ..•...... Launch Vehicle Development: Programmed in-flight 
cut-off of one of eight engines in cluster; successfully 
demonstrated propellant utilization system function. 
Thor-Delta ....... Aerono,ny: Discovered belt of neutral helium atoms 
about Earth, Ceased transmitting experiment data July 
10,1963. 
16 
SPACECRAFT LAUNCH VEHICL~ RECOVERY B&W COLOR B&W COLOR B&W COLOR 62-MA8-80 MA8-B2 62-MA8-111 MA8-90 62-MA8-117 MAB-77 
62-RANGER V-8 RANGER V-60 62-RANGER V-ll RANGER \/-61 
63-S3B-ll EXP_ XV-44 63-$3B-7 EXP_ XV-45 
62-SA3-7 SA3-27 62-SA3-13 SA3-31 
62-RELAY-18 RELAY 1-1 62-RELAY-29 RELAY 1-4 
62-S55-8-2 EXP_ XVI-52 62-S55-8-6 EXP_ XVI-51 
63-SYNCOM-36 SYNCOM-I-l 63-SYNCOM-24 SYNCOM 1-8 
63-SA4-14 SA4-48 63-SA4-17 SA4-52 




FAITH 7 (MA-9) 
TIROS VII 
:;YNCOM II 












May 15, 1963 
June 19, 1963 
July 26, 1963 
Aug. 28, 1963 
Nov. 27, 1963 
Nov. 27, 1963 
Dec. 19, 1963 
Dec. 21, 1963 
1964 




Communications: Higher apogee than Telstar I for longer 
contacts; radiation resistant. 
Atlas •.•...•...•• Manned: l. Gordon Cooper; 22 orbits. Oriented manual-
ly for reentry. "light Time: 34 hrs. 20 min. 
Thor-Delta 
Thor-Delta 
Little Joe II 
Meteorology 
Communications: First operational satellite in a synchro-
nous-type orbi t. 
Suborbital Apollo Launch Vehicle Test: Booster qualifi-
cation test with dummy payload. (WSR). 
Thor-Delta .•.••.• Particles and Fields: Highly elliptical orbit. Apo. 
106,635; Peri. 192. Confirmed existence of solar wind 
shock wave on magnetosphere. 
Atlas-Centaur .•..•• Vehicle Development: Instrumented with 2,000 Ibs. of 
sensors, equipment and telemetry. 
Scout ...••.•.•.•. Atmospheric Physics: 12-ft. diameter sphere (Explorer 
IX design; polar (78.6°) orbit. Sphere and Beacon: 17.8 
Ibs. (WTR) 
Thor-Delta . ...... . Meteorology: Carries Automatic Picture Tranmissior 
(APT) System; allows real-time readout of local cloud 
pictures using an inexpensive portable ground station. 
Thor-Delta ..•..... Communications: Wideband transmission; TV capability 
or 300 channel telephony, one way. 
18 
SPACECRAFT LAUNCH VEHICLE RECOVERY B&W COLOR B&W COLOR B&W COLOR 63-TELSTAR 11-6 TELSTAR 11-12 63-TELSTAR 11.11 66-' ,C-29 
63-MA9-102 MA9-59 63-MA9-136 MA9-122 63-MA9-161 MA9-95 
63-TI ROS-V 11-8 TIROS-49 63-TIROS·VII-6 TIROS-50 
63-SYNCOM·II-22 SYNCOM·II-20 63-SYNCOM·II-6 SYNCOM·II-24 
63-LJ·II·8 LJ·II-4 63-LJ·II-12 LJ·II-5 63-LJ·II-16 LJ·II-7 
63-IMP-19 EXP, XVIII-61 63-IMP-18 EXP. XVIII-69 
63-CENTAUR-21 A/C-ll-30 63-CENTAUR-24 A/C-ll-32 
63-EXP, XIX-3 EXP, XIX-75 64-EXP, XIY-7 EXP, XIX-77 
63-TIROS·VIII-8 TIROS-53 53-TlROS TIROS-65 VII-13 













Jan. 29, 1964 
Jan. 30,1964 
March 27, 1964 
April 8,1964 
May 28, 1964 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Thor-Agena ....... Commun ications: Rigidized 135-ft. sphere; passive 
Vehicle Development: Fifth flight of Saturn I; F-irst Block 
II Saturn; First live flight of the LOX/LHz fueled second 
stage (S-IV). 1146 measurements taken. 
Saturn I .......... Vehicle Development; Fifth flight of Saturn I; First block 
II Saturn; First live flight of the LOX/LHz fueled second 
stage (S-IV). 1146 measurements taken. 
Atlas-Agena Lunar Exploration: TV pictures prior to hard landing 
planned; lunar impact point within 20 statute miles of 
target on W. edge of Sea of Tranquility; TV system failed 
to operate. 
Scout ........... Planetary Atmosphere/Radio Astronomy: Continuation 
of the United Kinglk.~; International Satellite program; 
first in program to samp,e global distribution of ozone 
-'lith an ultra-violet spectru,neter. (WI). 
Titan II .......•.. Space Vehicle Develooment: Demonstration u+ '~e 
launch vehicle and 9'Jidance systems, and struct 11 
integrity and compatibility of the spacecraft and launch 
vehicle. 132 measurements taken. Spacecraft not 
equipped te. separate from second stage. SIC 
weight: 7,026 Ibs. First in Gemini series. 
Saturn I .. _ ...... Vehicle Development: Sixth flight of Saturn I; 1st flight 
of unmanned boilerplate model of Apollo 1181 flight 
measurements taken. 
20 
SPACECRAFT LAUNCH VEHICLE RECOVERY B&W COLOR B&W COLOR B&W COLOR 
64·ECHO 11-14 ECHO·II·7 64·ECHO 11-15 E::CHO 11·19 
63·SA5·11 SA5-63 64·SA5·27 SA5·75 
64·RANGER·A·28 RANGER·A-65 64·RANGER-6·29 RANGER·'<>·75 
64·UK·C·ll 67·HC·570 64·UK·C·9 67·HC·574 
64·GT·l·26 GEM 1·32 64·GT+39 GEM 1·34 













June 30, 1964 
July 20, 1964 
July 28, 1964 
Aug. 18, 1964 
Aug. 19,1964 
Aug. 25, 1964 
Aug. 28, 1964 
·TAD-Thrust Augmented Delta 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Atlas-Centaur ..•.• Vehicle Development: All 6 primary objectives 
successful. Hydraulic pump failure casued short Centaur 
engiiie burn. 
Scout ..... . ..... Ion Engine Test: Ion beam neutralization in space 
verified. (WI). 
Atlas-Agena •. , ..• Lunar Exploration (Photography): Camera system 
yielded 4,316 high resolution TV pictures with about 
2,000 times better definition than present Earth.based 
photography: objects less than three feet dIScernible. 
Impact occurred in Sea of Clouds region 8-10 miles from 
the aim point. Elapsed time of flight: 68 hours, 36 
minutes. 
Scout ..•.••.•..• Reentry Test: Demonstrated ability of one type of low 
density charring ablator material for Apollo to withstand 
reentry conditions at 27,950 fps. (WI). 
TAD· '" " ..•..• Communications: First truly synchronous (stat;onary) 
orbit. 
Scout ........... Ionosphere: Measu rement of electron density 
distribution in the F2 layer by topside sounding on 6 fixed 
frequencies. (WTRI. 
Thor-Agena ..•.•• Meteorology: Earth orientation allows complete global 
cloud cover pictures each 24 hours. Contains APT for 
local read· out and HRI R for night·time cloud cover. 















Sopt. 5, 1964 
Sept. 18, 1964 
Oct.4,l964 
Oct. 10, 1964 
Nov. 5, 1964 




Interdisciplinary Studies: Earth-Sun interplanetary space 
'"terrelationships using a highly elliptical orbit to 
correlate studies of energetic particles and fields, 
atmospheric phYSICS, solar and other emissions, 
interplanetary dust. Operating in a spin·stabilized mode. 
Saturn I .. _ .....• Vehicle Development: Seventh straight Saturn I success. 
Successful demonstration of Launch Escape System 
jettison"i og. 
Thor-Del ta ....... Particles and Fields: Detailed study of environment of 
cislunar space through cosmic ray. solar wind and 
magnetic field measurements. Apogee lower than planned. 
Scout ... ..... ... Ionosphere; Measurement of total electron content of 
ionosphere by effect on four fixed frequencies 
transmitted to ground stations. Approximately 80 
participating stations in 32 countries. First use of ground 
based laser tracking for tracking ard geodetic St~dies. (WTR). 
Atlas-Agena Planetary Exploration; Mars: Shroud failed to jettison 
and communications with the spacecraft \'Vere lost. 
Scout . .......... Micrometeoroids: Primary sensors are ,- and 2.mB 
stainless steel pressurized cells; first extended flight test 



















































Nov. 21, 1964 
;'ov. 28, 1964 
Dec. 8. 1964 
Dec. 11. 1964 
Dec. 1 5, 1964 
Dec. 21. 1964 
1965 
Jan. 19, 1965 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Scout •••..•..••. Atmospheric r'hySlcs; First NASA dual payloatl launch. 
Air Density a 12·it. sphere (Explorer IX and XIX deSign). 
Comparison of charged particle ener~y injection (Injun) 
with variations In atmospheric tempErature and density. (WTR). 
Atlas·A~ena Planetary and Interplanetary Exploration: 
Mars: Encounter occurred July 14. 1965 with closest 
approach 6.118 miles. 22 pictures taken. 
LiltleJoell ...... Apollo LES Development: First test of Apollo 
~nwrgency detection system at abort altitude; first test ,l( 
the Canard subsystem {for turn-around and stabilizt:tion 
of spacecraft after laynch escapel and of the spacecraft 
protective cover. (BP"I'23) (WSR). 
Atlas·Centaur ...•. Vehicle Development: Carried mass·model of Surveyor 
spacecraft. All primary mission objectives met, test 
successful; however, secondary test of second burn not 
accomplished. 
SCOUT •.. '" .... Atmospheric PhySICS: Italian payload; Italian launched. (WI). 
Thor·Delta Particles and Fields: Study of inlection. trapping. and 
loss mech •• 1isms of the trapped radiation belts. both 
natural and artificial. 
Titan II ..•••••••. Space Vehicle Development: Unmanned reentry tust at 
maximum heating rate; demonstrated structural integrity 
and systems performance of the spacecraft throughout 
flight, reentry. and parachute water landing. 
26 
SPACECR}\FT 
B&W COLOR LAUNCH VEHICLE B&W COLOR 
64-H-263u EXP_ XXIV-V-106 64-H-2795 
64-H-2604 MARINER 64-H-2755 
MARS-41 
64-H-2749 LITTLE JOE 11-8 67-h-2805 
64-H-2726 A/C-4-43 :i4-H-2808 
64-H-2791 N/A 64-H-2812 
64-H-2780 EXP. XXVI-111 64-H-2823 














f'5-H-43 GEM 2-33 
NAME LAUNCH 
TIROS IX Jan. 22, 196b 
OSO II Feb. 3, 1965 
PEGASUS I Feb. 16, 1965 
RANGER VIII Feb. 17, 1965 
CENTAUR TEST Merch 2, 1965 
(AC-5) 
RANGER IX Merch 21, 1965 




Meteorology: First TI ROS "cartwheel" configuration for 
increased coverage of world cloud cover; elliptical orbit. 
Solar Physics: Continuation of OSO-I studies with added 
abilitV to scan the solar disc and part of corona. 
Saturn I .....•..• Micrometeoroids: First primary use of capacitor-tVp' 
(SA-9) penetration detector; sensor aree 2,000 sq. ft. 
Atlas-Agene .•.... Luner Photugraphy: 7,137 picture, obtained; impact 
occurred ebout 15 miles from target in See of TranquilitY. 
Totel flight time to impact: 64 hours 53 minutes. 
Atlas-Centaur ..... Vehlcla Development: First ettempt to place a Surveyor 
Dynemic Model In a simulated luner transfer trajectory; 
Atlas booster failed about one second aftar lift-off. 
Atles·Agena ..... . 
Luner Photography: 6,814 pictures obtained; Impact lell 
then 3 miles from terget in eastern floor of creter of 
Alphonsu,. Pictures converted for "ilve" viewing on 
commercial TV. Final million of Ranger lerlel. Total 
flight time to Impact: 64 hours, 31 minutel. 
Titan II .......... First Manned Gemini; first U.S. two-man crew: Virgil I. 
Grissom and John W. Young; 3 orbits, 4 hours, 53 
minutes. First use by crew of orbital maneuvering system. 
First control of reentry flight path using variable 
spacecraft lilt. 
28 
SPACECRAFT LAUNCH VF'HICLE RECOVERY B&W COLOR B&W COLOR B&W COLOR 
65-H·30 TIROS-61 65-H-75 TIROS-65 
65-H-72 050-B-28 62-050-122 OSO-B-32 
65-H-179 SA9-153 65-H-58 SA9-154 
65-H-96 RANGER C-97 65-H-184 RANGER 8-99 
65-H-224 AIC-45 65-H-268 AIC-47 
65-H-334 
- .'\NGER-9-96 65-H-576 RANGER-EI.102 
65-H-406 GT-3·56 65·H-448 GEM-3-83 65·H-456 GEM·3-120 
29 
NAME 










April 6, 1965 
April 29, 1965 
May 19, 1965 
May 25,1965 
May 29, 1005 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
TAD ........ " .. Communications: First commercial satellite launched by 
NASA for the COMSAT Corp. on a reimbursable basis; up 
to 240 ,'oice channels, television oro high speed data. 
Geostationary orbit over about 27.5 west longitude. (NON-NASA). 
Scout ........... Geodes',: Uk astable oscillators for precise Doppler 
tracking 'If orbital perturbatit'ns to obtain description of 
Earth's gravitatLoal field; further laser tracking 
experimentation. Continuation of Explorer XX II (BE-B) 
ionospheric measurements. (WI). 
Little Joe II ...... Apollo LES Development (BP-22): Launch vehicle 
developed a high spin during early powered flight and 
eventually disintergrated. Launch escape system 
satisfactorily sensed vehicle malfunction and separated 
the spacecraft without damage. High altitude abort test 
objectives not met. IWSR). 
Saturn I 
(SA-B) Micrometeoroids: Data system improved for increased data reliability. Spacecraft circuitry altered to decrease 
loss of area due to shorting. Near·Earth micrometeoroid 
environment data being obtained. 
Thor-Delta ....... Particles and Fields: Continuation of IMP study of 
solar-terrestial relationships. expecially magnetosphere 
boundary, cislunar radiation environment. Orbit 
somewhat higher than planned. 
30 
SPACECRAFT LAUNCH VEHICLE RECOVERY 
B&W COLOR B&W COLOR B&W COLOR 
66-H-150 66-HC-32 65-H-591 65-HC-139 
65-H-542 EXP_ XXVII-143 65-H-675 65-HC-147 
65-H-677 65-HC-146 65-H-823 N/A 65-H-845 
65-H-732 65-HC-313 65-H-824 65-HC-312 












July 2, 1965 
July 30, 1965 
Aug. 11, 1965 
Aug. 21, 1965 
Aug. 25, 1965 
VEHICLE •. 1ISSION/REMARKS 
Titan II .......... Manned; Long Duration: James A. McDivitt and Edward 
H. White; 62 orbits, 97 hours, 59 minutes. First U.S. 
extravehicular activities (22 minutes duration) and first 
use of personal propulsion unit (both by White). A 
program of eleven scientif;c experiments was successfully 
conducted. Near-rendezvous with booster not achieved. 
TAD ........•... Meteorology: First Weather l3ureau funded sp~craft; 
spin-stabilized configuration with two 104 TV 
cameras, similar to TI ROS V I. Placed in near-perfect 
sun-synchronous orbit. 
Satu rn I ......... M icrometeoroids: Last of current Pegasus program. 
(SA-1O) Removable "coupons" added for possible retrieval of 
thermal coating samples for degradatiun and cratering 
study. Last of Saturn I vehicle program with 10 out 10 
successes. 
Atlas-Centaur .... _ Vehicle Development: 4th successful Atlas-Centaur 
launch accurately injected Surveyor dynamic model into 
simulated lunar transfer trajectory; demonstrating 
capability of gu idance system. 
Titan II .......... Manned: L. Gordon Cooper, Jr., and Charles Conrad, Jr.; 
120 revs. 190 hours, 56 minutes (8 days). Demonstr.ted 
physiological feasibility of lunar mission; evaluated SIC 
performance. Successful simulated rendezvous and 16 of 
17 experiments perfor'lled; first Gemini use of fuel cell. 
Thor-Delta ...... , Solar Physics: Spacecraft similar to 0S0-1 and Ii; failed 











65-H-1175 65-HC-464 65-H-1174 65-HC-463 
65-H-1256 65-HC-546 65-H-1340 65-HC-559 
65-H-1277 65-HC-985 65-H-1370 65-HC-571 
65-H-1473 65-HC-657 65-H-1451 65-HC-574 65-H-1504 65-HC-675 





Oct. 14, 1965 











Nov_ 6, 1965 
Nov_ 19, 1965 
Nov. 29, 1965 
'TAT-Thrust Augm(!nted Thor 
"TAg- Thor Agena 
VEHICLE 
TAT' .•.. _ ... 
MISSION/REMARKS 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Similar to OGO-I but in nearly 
polar, low altitude orbit, emphasizing atmospheric studies 
and World Magnetic Survey. All appendages sUccessfully 
deployed and three axis stabilization temporarily 
achieved; now ('lperating in spin mode due to horizon 
scanner anomaly. (WTR). 
Atlas-Agena -. - •. - Rendezvous and Dock Capability Development, Manned 
Space Flight: Gemini 6 spacecraft was not launched. 
Agena apparently exploded at initiation of first burn. 
TAD .•....•.. _. _ Geodesy: Intercomparison of satellite trackong systems 
accurocies, investigate Earth's gravitational field, improve 
worJd·wide geodetic datum accuracies and improve 
positional accuracies of satellite tracking sites. 
Scout ..•...•.••. Solar Physics: Monitoring of solar X-rays; to be 
correlated with optical and radio ground based 
observations. NRL satellite, part of IGSY program_ 
TAg-B" . " - ... " Ionosphere: Dual launch for swept frequency topside 
sounding (Alouette) and direct compositional 
measurement (DME) of the ionosphere and for 
comparable data especailly dUring proximity of initial 
orbits. First of ISIS senes, continuation of jOint 































ABuRT (LJ 11-6) 
ESSA I (OT-3) 
REENTRY V 
LAUNCH 
Dec. 4, 1965 
Dec. 6,1965 
Dec. 1 6, 1966 
Dec. 16, 1965 
1968 
Jan. 20, 1966 
Feb. 3, 1966 
Feb.g, 1966 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Titen II •..••....• Manned: Frank Borman and James A. Lovell, Jr.; 206 
revolutions: 330 hrs., 35 min. Extantion of physiological 
testing and spacecraft performance evaluation. Target for 
first rendazvous (with Gemini VI-A). 
Scout ........•.• Ionosphere: Study of VLF wavefield In the 
magnetolphere end irregularities in distribu tion of the 
ionolphere. SIC was deslgnad, constructed and tested by 
the Centre Netionel d'EtuClel in France. (WTR). 
Titan II .•.....•.. Manned: Walter M. Schirra, Jr. and Thom .. "'. Stafford; 
15 revolution; 25 hrs., 51 mini. Accomplished first 
rendezvoul coming within 6 ft. of Gemini VII; Itatlon 
keeping wal maintained for 5 % houri. 
TAD. . . . . . • . . . .. Particles and Fields: Study of Interplanetarv phenomene 
(DSV-3E) In clscytherean Ipece to within about 0.B14 o.U. 
Little Joe II 
LtV-7 
Apollo LES Devalopmant (CSM 002); Lilt of unmanned 
beillstic flights telting Apollo spacacreft atmOlpheric 
flight ebort capabilities. (WSR). 
Delta (DSV-3C) ... Meteorology: Initiated the TirDS Operational Satellite 
(TOS) system, designated Environmental Survey Satelitte 
(ESSA) No.1. (TV sensor system). 
SCOUt ....... " .. Reentry Heating Test; evaluation of the char integrity 01 a 

































Feb. 26, 1956 
Feb. 2B, 1966 
March 16, 1966 
March 16, 1966 
April B, 1966 
April B, 1966 
VEHICLE 
Uprated Saturn •••• 
(SA-201) 
Delta (DSV-3E) •.. 






Launch Vehicle Development: Unmanned, suborbital; 
demonstrated the compatibility and structural integrity of 
the S/C-L/V configuration; evaluated heatshield 
performance at high heating rate; command module (009) 
recovered. 
Operationel Meteorological Satellite: Advanced version 
of cartwheel configuration. Permits local readout of 
daylight cloud cover by Automatic Picture Trensmisslon 
(APT) TV system. Polar, Sun synchronous orbit. 
Manned: Neil A. Armstrong and Da'iid R. Scott; 7 
revolutions; 10 hrs. 42 mins. First dual launch and 
docking with Agena. Mission curtailed by short circuit in 
Orbital Altitude Maneuvering System (DAMS) depleting 
fuel through thru.ter # B. First Pacific landing (in 
preplanned emergency landing area). Target vehicle ex-
ercised through B day active life; available for passive 
rendezvous, 
Vehicle Development: Seventh Atlas-Centaur 
development flight. Major objective: Simulate lunar 
transfer trajectory using parking orbit, "two burn" 
indirect ascent. Nominal second burn not achieved. 
Payload: Surveyor mass model. 
Astronomy: Capable of accurate long duration pointing 
for ultraviolet, X-ray and gamma ray observations and 
mapping anywhere in celestial sphere. Spacecraft lost 


































May 15, 1966 
May 17, 1966 
May 25,1966 
May 30, 1966 
VEHICLE 
TAT-Agena •..•. " 
MISSION/REMARKS 
Meteorology: R&D similar to Earth oriented Nimbus I 
with AVCS, APT, and HRIR. AJc,d: Medium 
Resolutir n IR Radiometer (MRIR) for Earth heat 
balance, HRIR readout by APT, and orbit <'ata shown on 
APT. (WTR) Completed ene year operation with 
three-axis stabilization. All four tape recorders aboard 
now inoperable. 
Atlas-Agena ..... . 
Manned Flight Development: Rendezvous and docking 
development and to evaluate doeke<J vehicle maneuvering 
capability and EVA. Target vehicle failed to orbit eJue to 






Aeronomy: Similar to EXplorer XVII bllt with solar cells 
for extended life. Apogee higher than plan-,ed 650 NM 
but sensors operating to low levels reveali',g He and H ior; 
distribution in lower exosphere. 
Lunar Exploration: Achieved soft lunar lending eJn fi'S! 
engineering test flighJ (with cbosed loop gUIdance) at 
02:17 EDT at 2.41 S, 43.43 W (Ocaan of Sto,ms). 
Selenological d .. ta obtained on morphology and lunar 
ori.in; bearing strength at Surveyor I site and footpad 
scale about 5 psi; sUrface material small ~ohesive particle~ 
with rocks up to 3 ft. in size; no loose dust. 10,338 
pictures taken during first lunar day, 899 during second 










66-H-635 66-HC-156 66-H-622 66-HC-270 
66-H-348 N/A 66-H-601 66-HC-440 










June 3, 1966 
June 1, 1966 
June 7, 1966 
June 24, 1966 
July 1,1966 
July 5, 1966 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
ritan II ...•...... Manned: Thomas P. Stafford and Eugene A. Cernan; 44 
Atlas revolutions; 72 hrs. 21 min. Unable to dock with ATDA 
(backup for Gemini Target Vehicle) when shroud failed to 
clear docking adapter 2 hrs. 2 min of EVA accomplished; 
use of Astronaut Maneuvering Unit prevented by 
difficulty of donning unit and fogging of spacesuit 
faceplate. 
Atlas Agena-B ..... Interdisciplinary Studies: First fully successful OGO; first 
three-axis stabilization in highly elliptical Earth orbit 
(viewing Earth, space, Sun and orbital plane). Planned 
apogee reduced to assure Earth tracking throughout orbit. 
Essentially same experiment complement as OGO-1. 
TAT ............ Geode,y: Establish world·wide triangulation networ~ by 
optical sightings of OCHO·I type sphere. (100 ft. dia.). 
TAD ........... . 
Up rated Satu rn .... 
(SA-203) 
42 
Particles and Fields: Planned anchored lunar orbit not 
obtained. Excess energy orbit produced by launch vehicle 
precluded lunar capture; consequently SIC was placed in 
highly elliptical orbit about the Earth. 
Launch Vehicle Development: Liquid hydrogen evaluation 
flight of the S-I V-B stage vent and restart capability. 
Also test of S·IV ·B/I U separation and cryogenic storage 
at zero "G". Flight t~rminated during liquid hydrogen 
pressure and structural test. 
SPACECRAfT LAUNCH VEHICLE RECOVERY 
B&W COLOR B&W COLOR B&W COLOR 
66-H-685 66-HC-3'1 66-H-1200 66-HC-319 66-H-763 66-HC-453 
716 332 
66-H-538 66-HC-231 67-H-767 66-HC-464 
65-H-1338 65-HC-524 66-H-917 66-HC-1347 
66-H-750 66-HC-533 66-H-951 66-HC-834 








July 18, 1966 
July 18, 1966 
Aug. 10,1966 
Aug. 17, 1966 
Aug. 25, 1966 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Titan Ii ........... Manned: John W. Young and Michael Collins; 43 rev; 70 
Atlas Agena hrs., 47 mins. First dual rendezvous (with GTV 10 then 
with GTV 8); first docked vehicle maneuvers; 3 hatch 
openings; stand up EVA - 45 mins, terminated due to 
fume.; umbilical EVA - 27 mins, terminated to conserve 
maneuvering propellant on SIC; equipment jettisoned 
before reentry. Micrometeoriod experiment retrieved 
from GTV-R. 
Atlas-Agena .•.•••. Lunar Photography: Total of 207 sets (frames) of medi-
um and a high resolution picture taken; 38 from initial, 
169 from low orbit. Areas covered 9 primary and 7 
potential Apollo land;ng sites (incl. Surveyor I site), 11 
backside and 2 Earth-Moon. Medium resolution pictures 
good, high resolution smeared. Readout completed Sept. 
13, intentionally impacted to avoid interference with 
second mic;sion. 
Delta .....•...•.. Particles and Fields: Continued program of measure-
ments over the solar cycle at Widely separated points in 
interplanetary space; about 1.125 A.U. apohelion. 
Uprated Saturn ..••. Apollo LIV and SIC Development: Unmanned, suborbit-
AS-202 al. Continued test of CSM subsystems and space vehicle 
structural integrity and compatibility. 1 hour 23 min. 
flight evaluated heatshield performance at high heat load; 




























ESSA III (TOS-A) 






Sept. 12, 1966 
Sept. 12, 1966 
Sept. 20, 1966 
Oct. 2, 1966 
Oct. 26, 1966 
Oct. 26, 1966 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Titan II .••....••.. Manned: Charles Co~rad, Jr. and Richard F. Gordon, Jr.; 
Atlas-Agena 44 revolutions; 71 hl'urs, 17 min. Rendezvous and dock 
achieved in 1 hr. 34 "lin. within first SIC revolution. 2 
hours 55 min. EVA by Gordon; umbilical. EV A 44 min. 
Tethered SIc experiment successful highest apogee; 739 
nm; computer controlled recentry. 
Atlas·Centaur ...... Lunar Exploration; During midcourse maneuver one of 
(AC-7) the three spacecraft's vernier engines did not Ignite 
causing incorrectable tumbling. Contact lost 5 1/2 hours 
prior to predicted impact tune. 
Delta (DSV-3E) •... Meteorology: First Advanced Vidicon Camera System 
(AVCS) In Tlros/TOS senes; also carried IR earth hem 
balance sensor. Advanced cartwheel design; placed in near 
polar sun synchronous orbit. First Delta vehicle launch 
from Western Test Range (WTR). Tape recorder aboard 
now inoperable. 
Atlas·Centaur ...•.• Vehicle Development: Second "two-burn" test for 
parking orbit, indirect ascent capability; eight and final 
Centaur development test planned. Surveyor mass model 
injected into simulated lunar transfer orbit. 
Delta (DSV-3E) .... Communications: Second ComSat Corp. commercial 
satellite, NASA providing reimbursable launch support. 
Apogee motor nozzle blown off shortly after motor 
ignited. Planned geostationary orbit not achieved; Space-
































Nov. 6, 1966 
Nov. 11,1966 
Nov. 11, 1966 
Dec. 7, 1966 
Dec. 14, 1966 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Atlas·Agena .....•. Lunar Photography: Spacecraft completed taking 211 
Frames (422 medium and high resolution pictures on 
Nov. "6. Spacecraft has responded to over 2,870 com· 
mane i and performed over 280 maneuvers. Readout was 
COnlJ:' IBted December 6. 
Titan II ••..••••••• Manned: James A. Lovell, Jr. and Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr.; 
Atlas-Agena 59 revs; 94 hrs. 34 min. Final mISSion of Gemini series 
emphasized evaluation of EVA (Aldrin: 5 hrs. 37 min.) 
tasks workload Including two "standups" totallntj 208 
min. and 129 min. of umbilrcal EVA. Also 14 scientific 
experiments performed and solar eclipse pictures taken. 
The target vehicles primary propulsion not usable for high 
elliptical orbit marwuver. 
Atlas-Agen(i ....... Appllcations and Technology: Synchronous, circular 
equatorial orbit over 151 W. long. (near Hawaii) with 
apogee of 19,627 NM and p.rrgee of 19,561 NM on Dec. 
19. The SPin Scan Cloud Came" returned the first photo 
covering nearly the entire diSC 0; the earth on Dec. 9 and 
has returned more than 2,500 similar photos since that 
date. Communication~, spacecraft technology and science 
experiments included in payload. 
Delta (DSV-3GI 
48 
Biology: Spacecraft completed three days of 'p.,.3tlon 
With good environmental control and attitude control. All 
biological experiment events occurred. The radiation 
source functioned as plan"ed. Retro-fire did not occur 
and recovery was not pOSSible. Spacecraft reentered uu 



























ESSA IV (TOS-Bl 
LAUNCH 
1967 
Jan. 11. 1967 
Jan_ 26. 1967 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Delta (DSV-3El_. _ .. Communlcations. Third ComSat commercial satellite; 
NASA providing reimbursable launo., support. Capable of 
handling T.V. data tranSml%IOn or up to 240 VOIce 
channels; part of capacItY to be purchased by NASA for 
Apollo support_ Retro", ryr fired Jan. 14 to place 
spacecraft in geostationary orbit about 176
0 
East in the 
Vicinity of the Marshall Islands. One of four traveling 
wave tubes faded. 
Delta (DSV-3El . _ .. Meteorology: Advanced verSion of cartwheel configura-
tion. Nearly polar sun synchronouS orb't. Good APT 
pictures returned on Jan. 28. January 29 shutter problem 
maC:e one (of twO redundantl APT cameras aboard 
inoperatIVe • 
APOLLO/SATURN 204 
.• , _. _ .. _ ...•. _ .•....... _ ...•..•. .spacecraft fire at Complex 34. Jan. 27. 1967. Astronauts 
Grissom. White. and Ch3ffee died. 
LUNAR ORBITER III Feb. 5. 1967 
OSO-1I1 (OSO-El March 8. 1967 
Atlas-Agena . _ .•.• _Lunar Photography. 211 set (framesl of medium and 
high resolution pictures taken. Last frame not taken to 
cut biomat early. Picture readout terminated by a 
transient signal which ended film movement. 72~4.j of 
photos readout. Readout completed for SIX primary sites, 
parts of SIX other sites. Partial readout returned on 31 
secondary sites. 
Delta (DSV-3Cl .. , .Solar PhySICS: Spacecraft Similar to OSO-I and II; carn.s 
experunents IdentiCal to OSO·C unsuccessfullY launched 
Aug. 25. 1965_ All experiments In the spacecraft have 
been successfullY turned on. SuccessfUlly cJmpleted 


























INTELSAT II·C March 23, 1967 
(HS·303A) 
ATS·II April 6, 1967 
SURVEYOR III April 17, 1967 
(SURVEYOFI C) 
ESSA V (TOS·C) April 20, 1967 
SAN MARCO II Ap.H 26, 1967 
NON·NASA Mission 
LUNAR ORBITER IV May 4,1967 
(LUNAR ORBITER-D) 
ARIEL III (UK·E) May 5,1967 
NON·NASA Mission 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Delta •.••••.•.••. Communicallo~s: Fourth ComSat commercial satellite 
similar to I ntelsat II·B. Spacecraft in geostationary orbit 
about 5° West over the Atlantic Ocean. 
Atl.,.Agena ...•.•. G ravity Gradient Experimental Spacecraft: Space· 
craft: Failure of Agena second burn precluded meaning· 
ful evaluation of gravity gradient experiment. 
Atlas-Centaur .••••. Lunar Exploration: Achieved soft landing on April 19. 
Closed loop radar failed during landing and spacecraft 
landed three times on inertial guidance before its verniers 
cut off. Surface Sampler experiment discovered pebbles at 
six inches and 10 psi bearing strength. The spacecraft 
return.d 6,315 pictures. 
Delta (DSV-3E) .••• Meteorology: Carrying Ad,anced Vidicon Camera 
System. I n sun synchronous orbit with 3:00 p.m. local 
equator crossing ti me. 
Scout •.•••.•••••• Atmospheric Physics: I talian payload launched from the 
Platform in the I ndian Oc~an. S!,acecraft carried drag and 
ionospheric experiments. 
Atlas-Ag.na ...•••• Lunar Fhotography: First photos returned May 11. Prob-
lems developed with Camera Thermal Door. Readout 
corrpleted May 27. High resolution photos of over 99% of 
frontside of Moon returned. Eighty percent of backSide 
has been photographed by Lunar Orbiter I·IV. 
Scout •.....••...• Atmospheric PhySICS: United Kingdom payload. All five 








67-H·270 67·HC·100 67·H·293 
67·HC·101 
67·H·338 67·HC·99 67·H·391 
67·HC-127 
67·H·37? 66·HC·1336 67·H·394 
67·HC·154 
67·H·337 67·HC·175 67·H-497 
67·He· 1 
67·H-494 67·HC·161 67·H·492 
67·HC·159 
67·H-489 67·HC·158 67·H·530 
67·HC·190 















May 24, 1967 
May 29,1967 
June 14, 1967 
July 14, 1967 
July i9, 1967 
JIlly 28, 1967 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Delta • ___ ...... _ .Particles and fields: Fifth IMP spacecraft. Investigating 
region between the magnetosheath and the shock front. 
Launched during Class I II anght solar flare. 
Scout 
. - - .•.... Solar Astronomy and Cosmic Rays: All telemetry lost 
eight seconds prior to third stage cut-off. No fourth stage 
burn, Satellite landed in South Pacific. 
".flas·Agen •••••..• Planetary and Interplanetary Exploration: All experi-
ments operating. Midcourse Correction was successful on 
June 19. Scheduled to arrive at Venus October 19. 
Atlas-Centaur ...... Lunar Exploration: All launch vehicle and spacecraft 
performance noml nal until last two seconds of 42 second 
retro burn when all communications were lost With 
,,,acecraft. Target site: Smus Medii. 
Delta (DSV-3E) ..... Particles and Fields: Lunar orbit achieved July 22 flr.t 
without mid-course correction capability I permitting 
more detailed study of Earth's magnetosphere. No lunar 
magnetic field or "bow shock wave" yet observed. All 
eight experiments prOViding good data. 
TAT-A gena ••••... Interdisciplinary Studies: Similar to OGO-II, to obtain 
data during increased solar activity to complement near 
solar minimum OGO-II data. Carnes 20 experiments (10 
from 9 Universities, one foreign; 5-GSFC; 1-JPL; 1.SAO; 
2-NRL; 1-CRLl emphaSiZing atmosphe"clio~ospherlc 
phenomena of near-Earth envIronment. 
~4 
SPACECRAFT LAUNCH VEHICLE RECOVERY B&W COLOR B&W COLOR B&W COLOR 67·H·527 67·HC·22D 71·H·11 71·HC·12 
67·H·453 67·HC·149 67·H·922 67·HC·271 
67·H·753 67·HC·184 67·H·977 67·HC·3D6 
67·H·1D28 67·HC·341 67·H·1029 67·HC·372 
67·H; 112 67·HC·332 67·H·1D51 67·HC·362 
67·H·1064 67·HC·336 67·H·1DBD 67·HC-417 
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NAME 







Aug. 1, 1967 
Sept. 7, 1967 
Sept. 8, 1967 
Sept. 28, 1967 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Atlas-Agena ....•.. Lunar Photography: Last, most ambitious project mlS' 
sion completed mapping of entire lunar surface. Specifi-
cally provided: detailed coverage of 36 scientific interest 
sites; 5 Apollo sites; completed high altitude far side 
coverage; a full view of Earth in near full phase. One 
hundred percent ,eadout accomplished of all 212 frames 
taken; continues to provide near·lunar mlcrometeorOld 
and radiation data. 
Delta (DSV-3GJ. .••• Biology: First successful U.S. satellite excluSively for 
bioscience; obtained excellent data on specimens of cells, 
plants, and low order animals; reentered one day early 
due to adverse weather forecast for recovery (by Blfcatch) 
area and problems in commanulng the spacecraft. 
Atlas-Centaur •••.•• Lunar Exploration: First alpha scatter data; indicated 
basaltic character of area sampled in Mare Tranquillitatus, 
23.19°E and 1.52°N. Achieved 83 hrs. alpha Scatter datil 
and 18,006 photos In first lunar day. Survived first lunar 
night but, as expected, subSequent data obtained of I('wer 
quality. 
Delta (DSV-3E) ..... Communications: ComSat commercial satellite, Similar to 
Intelsats II-A, Band C with up to 240 voice Channels; to 
supplement and backup B over Pacific about 176°E. 
Provides test of minimum angular separation of 8 and D 
without intersatellite mterference. NASA cooperating in 
planning tests. Reim~ursdble launch support. 
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SPACECRAFT LAUNCH VEHICLE RECOVERY 
B&W COLOR B&W COLOR B&W COLOR 
67·H·l043 67·HC·373 67·H·l079 67·HC·379 
67·H·1131 67·HC·389 67·H·1213 67·HC-448 67·H·1232 67·HC-437 
67·H·1183 67·HC-469 67·H·1212 67·HC-438 















Oct. 18, 1967 
Oct. 19, 1967 
Nov. 5, 1967 
Nov. 7,1967 
Nov. 9, 1967 
Nov. 10, 1967 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Delta (OSV-3C) .••. Solar Physics: Continuation and expansion of data 
obtained by OSO program on high resolution spectral 
data (within range of 1 A - 1350 A) from pointed 
solar experiments Including raster scans of solar disk. 
Scout .... '" ...... Reentry Environment: Investigation of plasma flow field 
for solution of associated communications problems of 
reentry between 25-27,000 fps. using (apparently suc-
cessfully) water addition technique. Use of X-band 
telemetry and plasma and ablation effects on antennas 
also evaluated. About 25K fps. reentry achieved. (WI 1 
Atlas-Agena •....•. Appllcations and Technology: Nine experiments involv· 
ing communications. meteorology, earth photograph,) in 
color, navigation, stabilization and pointing, degradation 
of surfaces in space and ionosphere. 
Atlas-Crntaur •.•... Lunar Exploration: Second alpha scatter mission Similar 
to Surveyor V; third attempted and first successful 
landing in Sinus Medii at 0025'N., 1°21'W. 
Saturn V (5011 ..... Launch Vehicle and Spacecraft Development: First 
launch of Saturn V vehicle (8·1/2 hr. mission) to 
demonstrate launch vehicle capability and spacecraft 
development. CSM-017 tested Apollo heat shield and 
simulation of new hatch at lunar reentry velocity; 
recovered near Hawaii. First launch from Complex 39. 
Delta (OSV-3EI •. , .Meteorology: Carries twO TV systems used for the 
Automatic Picture TransmiSSion (APT) ground stations. 
Sun synchronous orbit. Spacecraft and launch costs 








67·H·1378 67·HC·557 67·H·1489 67·HC·598 
67·H·1365 67·HC·524 67 ·H·1236 67·HC·503 
67·H·1496 67·HC·719 67·H·1543 67·HC·721 
67·H·1541 67·HC·718 67·H·1523 67·HC·717 
67·H·l004 67·HC·710 67·H·1526 67·HC·732 67·H·1534 67·HC·748 
67·H·1555 67·HC·728 67·H·1553 67·HC·766 
59 
NAME LAUNCH 
PIONEER VIII Dec. 13, 1967 
1968 
SURVEYOR 7 Jan. 7, 1968 
(SuRVEYOR G) 
EXPLORER XXXVI Jan, 11, 1968 
(GEOS II OR B) 
APOLLO V Jan. 22, 1968 
(AS-204/LM-1 ) 
OGO-V March 4, 1968 
lOGO-E) 




Delta ...•.......• Investigate and monitor interplanetary phenomenR at 
(TIS-1) widaly separated points in space over the solar cycle. 
Atlas Centaur ...•.. Lunar Exploration: Achlaved soft landing on Jan. 9, 
196B. Site - near Crater Tycho. 
Delta (DSV-3E) .. , .Geodesy: I~early identical to GEOS·A with C-Band 
Trensponder and reflector and CW laster detector added. 
Conti nued support of the National Gaodetic Program 
objactivas. (WTR) 
Saturn I-B .. " .,., .Lunar Module (LM) Spacecreft Development: First flight 
test of Apollo LM verifier: ascent and descent stages 
propulsion systems, including restart and throttle oper.-
tions. Also avaluated LM staging and S·IVB/IU orbital 
performance. 
Atlas.Agena 0 ...... Interdisciplinary Studies: Three axis stabilized in highly 
(SLV-3A) elliptical earth orbit. All 24 experiments operating. 
Countries providing experiments include England, France 
and the Netherlands. 
Scout ... , ........ Second joint Naval Research Laboratory-NASA space-
craft. Monitor sun's energetiC x-ray emiSSions, Intensity 
and time histories and provide rpal time solar data through 





B&W COLOR B&W 


























April 4, 1968 
April 27, 1968 
May 18, 1968 
July 4, 1968 
Aug. 8,1968 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Saturn V .......... Launch VPtJ,cle Dev4!opment MIssion: Anomalies 
experienced with J-2 engine augm!!nted spark Ignitors on 
second and third stages. S-IVB restdrt not accomplished, 
F-1 engines on first stage synchronized creatmg longitudi-




.. .. Reentry Heating Test Designed to support the ad Jance-
ment of atmosphl'flc p.ntry technology. Spdcl~craft 
performance nominal . 
. . Meteorology. Carried two t~Xperfments on Nimbus II and 
five new ones, Planned 600 NM sun synchronous circular 
polar orbit. Launch vphlcle dpstroyed by rangf' safety 
after two minutes. Search for spacpcraft has bpP'1 
unsuccessful. 
Delta.,.,." .•• , RadiO Astronomy On Oct. 8, 1968 the four antennas 
were deployed to their full and findl length of 750 ft. 
(1500 ft. tIP·to-tip!. On the same uate the damper boom 
was also extended to its full length of 315 ft. (630 ft. 
tip-to-tip). All antennas and booms are now fully 
deployed, 2 of 2 experiments on. 
Scout ........... InterdiSCiplinary project to continue the detailed 
SCientifiC study of denSity and radiation ChiJflctenstlcs of 
earth's upper atmosphere at 2 me of high solar activity. 
4 of 4 expenments. 
62 
SPACECRAFT LAUNCH VEHICLE RECOVERY 
B&W COLOR B&W COLOR B&W COLOR 
68-H-210 67-HC-440 68-H·320 68-HC-179 68-H-322 68-HC-188 
68-H-l03 68·HC-216 68·H-392 68-HC-218 
68-H-330 68·HC-264 68-H525 68·HC-323 
68·H·600 68-HC-383 68-H-603 68-HC-392 









INTELSAT III F-l 
NO~I'NASA Milsion 
LAUNCH 
Aug. 10, 1968 
Aug. 16, 1968 
Aug. 22, 1968 
Sept. 19, 1968 
AURORAE Oct. 3, 1968 (ESRO-l) 
NON-NASA Mission 
APOLLO VII 
(AS-205/CSM-l 01) Oct. 11, 1968 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Atlas-Centaur ..... Applications and Technology: To perform 
communication, meteorological, technology and science 
experiments. Gravity gradient experiment could not be 
conducted because spacecraft did not separate from 
Centaur. 
Delta •....•..•.. Meteorology: TOS-E an AVCS-type spacecraft in a 
sun-synchronous orbit having a local equator crOSSing 
time between 2:35 p.m. and 2:55 p.m. so that daily 




To measure electron and ion COlu:antration in the flow 
field at discrete spacecraft locations during reentry. 
Communicetions: Third !y 'eration Comsat commercial 
satellite. Improved long-tank Thor Delta destroyed itself 
one minute, eight seconds into the mission. Control 
system failure. 
Scout ....... , . ,. Carried eight experiments de.igned to perform an 
integrated Study of the high latitude ionsphere. 7 of 7 
experiments on. 
Saturn IB ....•... Manned, CSM Operatielns: Walter M. Schirra, Donn F. 
Eisele, and Walter Cunningham. 1 O.B days duration. Eight 
successful Service Propulsion firings. Seven live TV 
sessions with crew returned. Rendezvous with S-I VB stage 

























PIONEER IX Nov. 8. 1968 
(PI0NEER Dl 




INTELSAT III F·2 
Dec. 5. 1968 
Dec. 7,1968 
Dec. 15, 1968 
Dec. 18, 1968 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Delta ..•......•. To collect sCientifIc data on the elpctrumagnetlC and 
plasma prC"'oertles of the Interplanetary mpdlum for a ~nod r::ovenng SIX or marl! passages of solar activity 
centers. 6 of 6 experiments on. (TETRS·2, a "piggyback" 
secondary objective payload for the checkout, training, 
and dcvelopmpnt of MSf"N stations and techniques. 
Delto ••.•.•.•.•. F !Cst N ASA/ESRO relmburSiltM mISSion. SCientifiC 
sateillh' for thp. Invcstlq3t10n of mterplanNary magnetiC 
fields and the study of sol.Jr and cosmic rdy part1c\PS. 
Atlas-Centaur .•... Astronomy: Carrlf~$ eleven astronomical Instruments 
developed by the University ryf WisconSin and the 
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory to !n\.'estlgatp. 
cel~st!al obwcts ,n the ultravlo!pt region of the 
electromagnptlc spectrum. Hedvlest mast complPx US 
sCientifiC spacecraft bUilt ta be unmanned. {Nebular 
photometer stuck l. 
Delta ........... I'vletl'orology' Carnes tWO Automatic plcturp Transmission 
{APT I Cdmerd Systems to obtain dally cloud photos all 
over the ~Iobp. 
Delta .......•... Communications: Comsat commerCial satellite scheduled 





















APOLLO VIII Dec. 21. J968 (AS·503/CSM 103) 
1969 
OSO·V Jan. 22. 1969 










Feb. 5, 1969 
I '0.24. 1969 
Feb. 26. 1969 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Saturn V •••••.••. First manned Saturn V flight: Frank Borman. James A. 
Lovell, Jr., and William A. Anaers, demonstrated crew, 
space vehicle and mission support facilitiEs performance 
during a manned lunar orbital miSSion. 147 hours anI:;! 
minute duration, M,ssion accomplished 10 lunar orbits 
returning good lunar orbit photography, 
Delta •••.••..••• Solar Physics; The primary objective of OSO.F IS to 
obtain high spectral resolutIOn data (within the lA 
1250A range) from onboard solar experiments POlflted 
toward the sun, Eight of 8 experiments on. 
Delta •.••..•.••• lonosphenc Studies; Third miSSIOn In a senes of five 
missions In the cooperative US·Canadian space pruuram. 
Carnes 10 r.xperrments.lon Mass Spectral Expenment not 
working. 
Delta •.•...•.•.. CommunicatIOns: 1200 + 2·way CirCUIts for VOICP. TV and 
other g,ommerClal services, geostationary orin! over PacifiC 
at 175
0 
east long.; expected lift time 5 years. 
Atlas-Centaur ••••• Planetary/Interplanetary Exploration: Mid-Course COr-
rectIOn successfully executed to achieve ;:J Mars fly by 
within 2000 miles on July 31. DesHlned to perform 
Inve!l!lq'Hions of atmospheric structures "md compositIOn:, 
and to return TV photos of surface tOp(J~I,,]phy 








68·H·902 68·HC·577 68·HC-866 6B-H·1451 68·HC·900 
69·H·55 69·HC·114 69·H·71 69·HC·117 
69·H·38 69·HC·13 69·H·246 69·HC·133 
69·H·227 69·HC·130 R9·H·210 69·HG-128 
69·H·148 69-HC·92 63-H-441 69-HC-308 

















March 3, 1969 
March 27, 1969 
April 14, 1969 
May 18, 1969 
May 21, 1969 
June 5, 1969 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
'laturn V .•...... First manned flight of all Manned Lunar hardware in 
earth orbit. James McDivitt, David Scott and Russell 
Schweickart. First manned flight of Lunar Module. 
Successful LM active rendezvous. EVA by Schweickart 
for 46 min. Atlantic recovery postponed one orbit due to 
weather. 241 hours 1 minute duration. 
Atlas-Centau' .•..• Planetary!l nterpl,,~etary Exploration: Spacecraft iden-
tical to Mariner vI. Midcourse correction successful for 
1900 NM flyby. Flyby: Aug. 8,1969. 
Thorad-Agena .••.• Meteorology: Larries experiments identical to those 
carried by Nimbus B. One redundant PCM tape recorder 
failed on orbit 9. 
Saturn V •...•.•.• Manned lunar mission development flight to evaluate LM 
performance in the Cislunar and lunar environment. E. A. 
Cernan, J.W. Young, and T. P. Stafford. Major 
activities: descent of LM to within 50,000 ft. of lunar 
surface and 19 color television transmissions. Pacific 
splashdown. 192 hrs. 3 rnin. duration. 
Thor-Delta , ...... Global telecommunications satellite. 170
0 
east long.; over 
Paci fic Dcea n. 
Thorad-Agena·D .•• InterdiSCiplinary Studies: Observatory appendage 
deployment, sun acqUIsition, and earth acquiSition were 
completed successfully. Three-axis stabilization was 
achieved. Twenty-four of 25 £vpenments in operation. 











































INTELSAT III F-5 
LAUNCH 
June 21, 1969 
June 28, 1969 
July 16, 1969 
July 211, 1969 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Thor.Delta Particles and Fields: All 12 experiments are operational. 
Seven were on at launch. The GSFC Low energy Proton 
and Alpha Detector is on, but is protected from contact 
with atmospheric gases by a door. Twenty-five days after 
launch, or whr ,perigee altitude has increased sufficiently 
to minimize this effect, the door will be opened. 
Delta •.••..•..•. Biology: The spacecraft completed 8-1/2 days in orbit 
w;th all subsystems performing well with the exception of 
the vlSumotor (VM) task logic of the psychomotor test 
panel and the JPL urine analysIS sytem. Monkey onbcard 
expired. Autopsy performed July 8. I nformatlon received 
to date leads to thp conclusion that the animal died of d 
heart attack brought on by problems associated With 
weightlessness and a lower than Llormal body 
temperature, 
Saturn V ....•.... First manned lunar landing mission: Limited 
selenological inspection, photography. survey. ev.:'lua!;on 
and sampli " of the lunar &oil. Assess the capabil tv and 
limitations at an astronaut and his equipment In the lunar 
environment. Astronauts: Neil A. Armstron0, Michael 
Collins, and Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr. 
Delta .. ..... .• Global telecommuilications satellite· To form part of a 
global communication, commercial satellite system. 









69-H-959 71-HC-427 71-H-537 NIA 
69-H-994 69-HC-486 69-H-999 69-H-659 
69-H-l027 69-HC-496 
69-H-628 69-HC-440 69-H-1124 69-HC-761 
69-H-1193 69-HC-813 









Aug_ 12, 1969 
PIONEER E Aug_ 27, 1969 
ESRO-IS Oct_ 1, 1969 
NON-NASA M,sSIon 





Delta .•...•••.•• Solar PhysIcs; The primary objectlv" d OSO-G is to 
obtain high spectral resolution data (w,th," the 10 to 20 
Kev and 1 A to 1300A range) from onboard solar 
experiments pointed taware.. the sun. Seven experiment 
Instruments on board are fully operational. 
Atlas-Centaur .••.. Application and Technology; To conduct a car.fuily 
instrumented gravity gradient onentation experiment 
di rected toward providing the basic design information 
for the stabilization and ..:ontrol of long·lived spacecraft in 
synchronous orbit. 
Delta .......•... To abtam polar plasma, magnetic field, and cosmic-ray 
measurements near the orbital path of the earth but 
outside the earth's region of influence. This was the fifth 
and last launch of current Pioneer series, Launch vehicle 
destroyed by Range Safety Officer attor 8 min. 2 sec. 
Pioneers VI through IX are still prodUCing useful data 
from widely scattered positions in their I...ehocentric 
orbits, 
Scout .••••..••.• ESRO-I S IS the second satellite of the ESRO-I proJect. 
The satellites are design"'d to study 10nospheric and 
auroral phenomena particularly over the northern polar 
regions in darKness in the winter. earned eight 
Instruments, One to 2 months lifetime predicted based 
upon low orbit achieved. IWTR) 
Scout .••..••.•. Particles and Fields; Study of the Inner Va" Allen belt, 
the auroral lOnelj of the '\Iorthern Hem1sphere, and the 
spectral vanations uf solar particles versus time dUring 








69-H-1274 69-HC-888 69·H-1393 69-HC-9l2 
69-H-1438 69-HC-938 69-H-1399 69-HC-939 
N/A N/A 69-H-1443 69-HC-940 
69-H-1544 69-HC-l008 69-H-1622 69-HC-l046 







Nov. 14, 1969 
SKYNET-A Nov. 22, 1969 
NON-NASA Mission 






Jan. 14, 1970 
Jan. 23, 1970 
Feb. 4, 1970 
NATOSAT-I March 20, 1970 
(NATO-AI 
NON-NASA Mission 
NIMBUS-IV AprilS, 1970 
(NIMBUS-DI 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Saturn V ......... Second manned lunar landing mission; Demonstrated 
point landing capability, sampled mare area, deployed 
ALSEP, investigated the Surveyor III spacecraft, and 
obtained photographs of candidate exploration sites. 
Astronauts: Charles Conrad, Jr., Richard F_ Gordon, Jr., 
and Alan L. Bean. Touchdown on lunar surface, 
November 19. Total EVA time was 15 hrs 30 mm. Total 
flight time was 10 days, 4 hrs 36 min_ 
Delta ........... Communications: Equatorial synchronous satellite 





Global telecommunications satell,te. To form part of a 
global communication, commercial satellite system. 
Meteorology: Second generation operational met. 
satellite carrl€:s TV automatic picture transmission and 
scanning radIOmeters for global cloud data for remote and 
local readout both day and night. First launch of the 
Delta with 6 solid strap-ons. (OSCAR ham radio sat. 
launched from the Delta in orbit.1 
Ion engine test: Demonstrate the capability of an electric 
ion thru",er system to operate 6 months in space. (WTR I 
Delta ........... Communications satellitE'; To place military 
communicL..ions satellite Into a rtatlonary ""uatortal 
orbit. 
Thor-Agena ...... Meteorology: Filth in a series of seven advanced research 
and development weather satellites. Carned nine 








69-H-1667 70·HC·308 69-H-1824 69-HC-1232 69-H-1880 
69-HC-1277 
70-H-374 70·HC-244 70·H-376 70-HC-245 
N/A N/A 70-H-48 70-HC-40 
69·H·1S29 69·HC·1303 70-H-119 70-HC-97 
70-H·133 70·HC-10:l 70-H-135 70-HC-104 
70·H-373 70·HC-243 70·H-425 70-HC-259 
















Saturn V _________ Third manned lunar landing attempt aborted after 56 
hours GET due to loss of pressure in liquid oxygen in 
Service Module ant the fadure of fuel cells 1 and 3_ 
Astronauts: James A_ Lovell, Jr_, Fred W_ HalSP, Jr_, and 
John L SWigert, Jr_ Total flight time was 142 hrs_ 54 min, 
and 44 seconds, Splashdown occurred in Pacific Ocean. 
ASTRONAUT TEAMS 
DATE SELECTED BLACK-AND-WHITE COLOR 
April 9,1959 61-MR-4-1 Astro_ Traan_-17 
Sept_ 17, 1962 62-Astro_ Train_-l0 Astro_ Train_-223 
Oct_ 18, 1963 63-Astro_ Train_-188 Astro_ Train_-199 
June 28, 1965 66-H-1473 66-HC-1940 
April 5, 1966 66-H-569 66-HC-1828 
August 2, 1967 68-H-358 68-HC-203 












INTELSAT III F7 April 22, 1970 
(NON-NASA Mission) 
INTELSAT III F-8 July 23,1970 
(NON-NASA Mission) 
SKYNET B Aug, 19, 1970 
(NON-NASA MissIOn) 
RAM-C·C Sept. 3D, 1970 
OFO-A Nov. 9, 1970 
OAO-S Nov. 3D, 1970 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Delta ...••..•...• Global Telecommunications Satt·lIlte. To form part of a 
global commUniCation, cummerclal sawilite systl'm. 
Delta .•.•.•...•.. Global Telecommunications Sutl'lIlti!: Form part of a 
global communication, commerCial satellite systE'rn. ld'it 
launch of the I ntelsat III s"ries. 
Delta ••••••••.•.• Communlcations. Equatoridl synchronous ~1tt'lIlte. 
Scout •••..••...•• Compare thl! effectiveness of a liqUid elpctroph,l!c; 
(Freon) with water In allevl.1trng radio lJlac,,,;out dUring cJ 
25,000 Ips reentry. 
Scout .••.••.•.•.• Outa,n direct measurements of tht· (Vf'SlIUUldJ nerve) 
actIvity chanqes dfld study the nd<lptatlon of the otolith 
system (m 2 bull frogs) under conultlons of wI'ightlcssnpss 
and acceleration!!.. 
Atlas-Centaur ••.••• To obtoin modt'rate (f~SolutiOn SPl!ctrophotomt'tric ddt,) 
In ultrdvlolet bands be~wcpn 1100 dll(j 4000A to 
InvHstlqate photometry of pecuIJdr stars, thp law of 
Interstellar rerJderllnq, magnitude and I1lh'oslty uf 
Lyman·alpha red shift for nearlJy qal']xJP~, ~pcctru of 
emiSSion and wflpc(lon nebulal' and spet:tral I~np.rqy 
distribution of normdl ~tars. qaldXIf~S •• mel ultprqaliJCllC 
media. MIssion not d{'compllshpd. I t dId not dCtlJ1'VP orbit. 
80 
SPACECRAFT L \UNCH VEHICLE BECOVERY B&W COLOR B&W COLOR B&W COLOR 
70-H-685 70-HC-513 70-H-727 70-HC-!>58 
70-H-1689 70-HC-1168 70-H-1036 70-HC-753 
N/A NIA 70-H-376 70-HC-246 
70-H1241 70-HC-892 70-H-1248 70-HC895 
70-H-1 C83 70 HC-789 70H-1412 70-HC-1002 












Dec. 11, 1970 
Dec. 12, 1970 
1971 
Jan. 25, 1971 
Jan.31,1971 
Feb. 2, 1971 
Mar. 12, 1971 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Delta ••••••. , ••• To conduct Hl-orult f:ngll1eennq evaluation so that the 
daytime and nighttime cloud-coVPf observations can be 
obt,Jlned p~guiarly and dep£mdably ;n butl1 direct fI~adout 
<lnd stored modes of operation, A Cylmdncal 
Elt~ctrOstatlc Probe Experiment (CEPE) Wil~ carrlPd as .J 
plqnvback. permanently attached to the Dp1w sncond 
stage. 
Scout ••.•• , .••••• To devplop i:I r;ata!u~] of celestial X-ray sources by 
systematic SCdnTllrlq of the Cl'lestial sptwre If' ttw ent:'rqy 
ran~jP 7·20 KEV. 
Atlas-Centaur •.•.• First !n a new series of qloutll c..:omrnUTw:atlons 
sat(~lIjtps: To form part of d gloUJI communlcatlun 
commprcliJJ satpilite system . 
Saturn V .. 
Delta ..... . 
. . Mannell lun •• , idndmq miSSion. To furrl1sh drldi!lOl1al 
knuwledge of Moon dr~d Its tW.tDlY, Astronduts: Alan B. 
Shf~PdrrJ Jr •• SWert Allen Rom.a. afl(j Edgdr D~arl Mltctll'll. 
,CummunlcatIOfl!l satellite. To pldCP u :nllltiJl'l 
cornmurllcaliOIlS satellite IJHo d sdtlsfdctory pquiltDrJal 
urlJlt. 
Deltu •••••••.•••• ThL' IMP pro~lr.Hn COW,!Sb of d :'I'TII'<; ui '>P,H.l'Udft 
dt!'''~Jnp.cJ tr', pxtpod our knuwlf~dqt' of 
SOI.H-iuflclf·Wrn'strl.J! r drJ t 10 fl'i hi p." by c(Jf)rjl1Ctlllq .:l 
("ontHll1lflg 'itudy of tlw rJc1hWOn (?rWlronrnt'nt of the 
I n t~rplanettJry mi.lqTll~tI(. f IP!d .. nd ItS dYfldmlCai 











70-H-1489 70-HC-1068 70-H-1688 70-HC-1166 
71-H-25 71-HC-23 71-H-194 71-HC-177 
70-H-1410 70-HC-1001 71-H-2:l1 71-HC-73 71-H-300 71-HC-253 
N/A N/A 71-H-110 71-HC-64 









Mariner H (8) 










Mar. 31, 1971 
Apr. 24, 1971 
May 8, 1971 
May 30, 1971 
June 20, 1971 
July 8, 1971 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Delta •.• , •....•.. To study electron production and loss and large scale 
transport of ionization in the ionosphere. Twelve of 
twelve instruments operational, 
Scout .. " ........ To investigate and define the equatorial neutral partlC'le 
atmosphere in terms of df!nsity, composition, and 
temperature behavior and variations resulting from solar 
and geomagnetic activities. Vehicle provided by NASA on 
non-reimbursable basis. 
A-Centaur ... , •...• To study the dynamic characterIStics of the planet Mars 
from orbit for a minimum period of 90 days also to map 
approximately 70% of the planet. Mission was 
unsuccessful because of vehicle failure. 
A·Centaur.. . .•... T" study the dynamic characteristics of the planet Mars 
from orbit for a minimum period of 90 days. Mariner 
entered Mars orbit on 13 Nov. 1971. 
Scout ............ Demonstrate the ability to determine the structure and 
composition of the atmosphere through onboard 
Instrumentation from ~ probe vehicle entering the 
atmosphere at high speed (25,000 fps.). 
Scout ............ To monitor the sun's X-ray and ultraviolet emissi0ns in 
order to better understand the solar physical processes and 
to improve the prediction techniques of solar activity and 









71-H·53B 71-HC-414 71-H-667 
71-HC·559 
71-H-1B26 71·HC-649 71-H-772 
71-HC-654 
71-H-709 71-HC-664 71·H-573 
71-HC-392 
71-H-709 71-HC-664 71-H-701 
71-HC-703 
71-H·BB2 71-W-7B8 71-H-969 
71-HC·B10 















JulV 26, 1971 
Aug. 16, 1971 
Sep. 20, 1971 
Sep. 29, 1971 
Oct. 21, 1971 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Saturn V .. , .. __ •.. Fourth manned lunar landing and first of Apollo "J" series 
missions which carry Lunar Roving Vehicle. Astronauts: 
David R. Scott, Alfred M_ Worden, and James Bensen 
Irwin. Total flight time was 295 hrs, 11 min, 53 sec. 
Total eVA time was 1B hrs, 34 mi~ Worden's ir.-flight 
EVA was 38 min, 1:;' sec performed out-of-earth orbit. 
Splashdown in Pacific about 288 nautical miles due north 
of Pearl Harbor. Estimated amount of samples returnec1 
for scientific studV approximatelv 180 Ibs. 
Scout •....•...••. Data Collection: Cooperatlcn of the United States with 
France in a Space Meteorology Project using instrumerited 
balloons and an earth orbiting satellite to obtain in-situ 
speed and direction of winds (air masses) at vanous 
altitudes. 
Scout .....••..... A joint NASAtGerman effort to studV the broad features 
of electric and magnetic fields in the outer radiation belt 
bV optical investigation of the behavior of a barium ion 
cloud released at several earth radii ai' ude. Vehicle 
provided bV NASA on non-reimbursable basis 
Delta .•..•........ To observe the active phvsical processes on the sun bV 
which the sun irfluences the earth and its space 
environment; and LU advance our understanding of the 
sun's constitution and behavior. 
Delta .......•.... To provide improved o..,tlrational infrared and visual 
observations of earth cloud cover for use in weather 
analvsis and forecasting. NASA reimbursed bV NOAA for 
both spacecraft and launch support. Mission failure due to 


































Nov. 15, 1971 
Dec. 11,1971 
Jan. 22, 1972 
1972 
Jan.31,1973 
MM. 3, 1972 
Mar. 12, 1972 
Apr. 16, 1972 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Scout ...... " .... lnveSw;late the flng-current and magnetic storms. relatIOns 
betw~.'f::n aurora! phenomena, magnetIC storms, and the 
acceiH8tlc.11 of charged particles Wlth!n the inner 
magnetosphere; and tlme variations of the particle 
population. 
Scout .. ...... .... Investlgate interactions among the plasma, charged 
particle steams and electromagnetic waves in the upper 
Ionosphere. 
A-Centaur ......... Global commercial communicatIOns satellite system 
(Comsal). 
Delta ............ Investlgation 01 Interplanetary Soaee and of the high 
latitude magnetoSrh~He and Its tlountJary Ifl the rt!qlon 
around the norttlern neutral POIflt. 
A.Centaur ......... Investlgatlon of the interplanetary m~dlum; the nature of 
tht! ,asterOId belt; and the exploration of Jupiter and Its 
environment. 
T,Delta ........... NASA responslblH for placing satellite in an earth orbit 




.. Fifth manned lunar landing and second of the Apollo "J" 
series which carry the Lunar Ruvinq Vehicle. 








71·H·1651 71·HC·1290 71·H·17€8 N!A 
72·H·6 72·HCA 72·H·42 72·HC·30 
72·HA1 72·HC·29 72·H·75 72·HC-48 
72·H·61 72·HC·35 72·H·134 72·HC·102 
72·H·70 72·HC-43 72·H·275 72·HC·175 .. Plaque on spacecraft s· 'T: llizing 
eartil people. 72·H· 
n·H·121 72·HC·239 72·H·348 72·HC220 

















Aug. 13. 1972 
Aug. 21.1972 
Sep. 22. 1972 
Oct. 15. 1972 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
A-Centaur ...•...•. Global commercial communications satellite system. 
(Reimbursable) 
Delta •... , ••..... AcqUire synoptic, multispectral repetitive Images to 
investigate dlsclpilnes, :.C., d9r1culture, forestry, mmeral 
and land resources, land use, water and manne resources, 
map and chart. (WTR) 
Scout ....•..•.. To measure the meteorGld penetratiO,1 rales Ifl a uumper protected target anci to obtain meteoroid velocity and 
Impact flux data. (WI, 
At!~J.Centaur ...•.. To obtain precise astronomical observatlons of celestial 
objects from above the earth's .11mosphere so that new 
iJnd fundamental knowledge about the universe may b~ 
acqUired. 
Delta ... , .',. , ••.• To study cislunar radiiltlon environment ovpr significant 
portion of solar cycle, Interpldnp\drY magnetic field and 
earth's magnetosphere. 
De1t( ..•.......... An operatIOnal meteorological satellite based on THos 
research and development expenence. A small communi-
cations relay satellite (AMSAT·OSCAR-C) deSigned to 
operate In the radiO amateur frequpncy bands was earned 
as a piggyback. DeSign life of the A-O-C IS at least 1 yr. of 
succt.ssful operatIon In orbit. 
90 
SPACECRAFT LAUNCH VEHICLE RECOVERY B&W COLOR B&W COLOR B&W COLOR 
72·H·714 72·HC·283 72·H-824 72·HC·299 
72·H·672 72·HC·338 72·H·1048 72·HC·587 
72·H·1162 72·HC·604 72·H·1175 72·HC·€46 
72·H·1142 72·HC·705 72·H·1194 72·HC-873 
72·H·1237 72·IIC·709 72·H·1180 72·HC·751 
72·H·1448 72-HC·842 






Nov_ 9, 1972 
SAS-B (Expl_ 48) Nov_ 16, 1972 
(Launched by Italy 
fa' NASA from San 
Marco Range Facd,ty.) 
ESRO-IV Nov_ 21, 1972 
Apollo 17 Dec. 7, 1972 
Nimbus E (5) Dec. 11, 1972 
AEROS (German) 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Delta ......... ,. ,First of a series of Canadian Domestic Communications 
Satellites. I t has been designed to provide transmission of 
teleVISion, VOice, data, etc. throughout Canada. (Reim-
b'mable) 
Scout .... .. To perform a sky survey of high energy gamma radiation from the celestial spheres, to determine the extent of 
primary galactiC gamma radiation and to ascertam the 
presence of garnma ray point sou rees. 
Scout .. ...... .... Investlgate and measure several phenomena In the polar 
Ionosphere. (RelrTlbursable) WTR 
Saturn V .......... S,xth and last manned lun", landing; third of the Apollo 
"J" senes which earned the lunar rover. Flight crew E. A. 
~"rnan (CDR), R. E. Evans, (CMP), H. H. Schmitt (LMPI 
spent 301 hrs. 51 mlns. In flight. Cernan and Schmitt 
dUring the three EVAs completed a total of 22 hrs. 05 
mlns. 3 sees, The U.S.S. Ticonderoga recovered the crew 
and approximately 250 Ibs. of samples . 
Delta .... 
Scout ..... . 
92 
. .. A stabilized earth~onenwd platform for the testmq of 
advanced systems, senstng, and Gollectmg meteoroloqlcal 
and qeolo~]lcal data. 
.Study the state and bphavlor of ttl£! upper atrno~ph£~rp. and 
IOnuspherlc F n~~Jlon, psprcidlly with rpqard to ttl!' 
InflUE~nce of solar ultrdVlOll't radlJtlon. (WTR) 
SPACECRAFT LAUNCH VEHICLE RECOVERY B&W COLOR B&W COLOR B&W COLOR 
72-H-1399 72-HC-834 72-H-1440 72-HC-837 
72-H-1370 72-HC-750 72-H-1453 NIA 
72 tl~i45u 72-HC-844 72-H-1482 72-HC-680 
72-H-1413 72-HC-789 72-H-152S 72-HC-889 72-H·1560 72-HC-905 
72H-1478 72-HC899 72-H-1591 72-HC·904 
7:-H-1588 72-HC-937 72-H-1649 72-HC-938 
93 
NAME 












May 14, 1973 
May 25,1973 
June 10, 1973 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
AtlaS-Centaur ..... To obtam precursory sCientific HlfurrndtlOn bf'yond the 
orUlt of Mars with the following emphasIs: 
la) mv{~stlgatlon of the Interplanetary medIum: 
(bl IflVestlgatlOn of the nature of the dsterOld belt, 
(c) p»ploratlon of JupIter ann Its f~nVlronment. 
Delta ............ Second of a senes of C.:madlan Domestic Commurllcauon 
Satellites. Oeslgned to transmit TV. VOIce, data. (Reim-
bursable) 
Saturn V .. , Unmanned * Spacecraft IS comprised of an Orbital 
Workshop (OWS), Airlock Module (AM), Multiple 
Docklllg Adapter (MDAI. Apollo Telescope Mount 
(ATMI. Instrument Unit (lUI. and Payload Shroud (PS!. 
Saturn lB •..•.••. First Manned Skylab launch. Crew: Charies Conrad, Jr., 
(CDRl; Science Test Pilot, Joseph P. KerWin; Pdot, Paul J. 
Weltz. Objectives: EstablISh the Skylab Orbital Assembly 
in earth orbit, and conduct a series of rT'edlcal 
experiments associated with the extension of manned 
space flight. 
Deltd ........... )0 make measurements of galactic and solar radio nOise at fr~Quencles below ionospheric cutoffs and external to terrl~strlal background Irlterferenct' by utilizatiOn of thl' 
mfJon for occultation, fOCUSing, or t1pf~rture blocking for 
increased resolution ilnd discrimination. 
94 
SPACECRAFT 
B&W COLOR LAUNCH VEHICLE B&W COLOR RECOVERY B&W COLOR 
73-H-206 73·HC-185 73·H-241 73·HC-232 
73-H·285 73-HC-289 73-H-286 73-HC·290 
73-H-422 73·HC-415 73·H-431 73·HC·422 
73-H-421 73-HC428 73-H·474 73·HC·459 73·H-534 73-HC·483 












July 16, 1973 
July 28, 1973 
Aug. 23, 1973 
Oct. 25, 1973 
Nov. 8, 1973 
Nov. 3, 1973 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Delta ••.•.•••••• Operational meteorological satellite to obtaon global 
cloud-cover data both day and night for use in weather 
analySIS and forecastong. NASA reimbursed by NOAA for 
both spa~ecraft and launch support. MISSIon failed due to 
vehicle second stage malfunction. Launched from Western 
Test Range. 
Saturn lB... . . 'Second manned Sky lab launch crew: Alan L. Bean, 
Commander; SCience Pilot Dr. Owen K. Garnott; Pilot 
Jack R. Lousma. Objective - Continue the senes of 
medical experiments as::;ociated with manned space flights 
in earth orbit. 
Atlas~Centaur ..... . Global commercial communications satellite system. 
(Reor,lbursable) 
Delta ......... , . . To study cisl'Jnar radiation enVironment over significant 
portion of solar cycle, Interplanetary magnetic field and 
earth' 5 magnetosphere. 
Delta ...........• An operational meteorological satellite based on Tlros 
research and development experience. A small COmmuni-
cations relay satellite (AMSAT·OSCAR·C deSIgned to 
operate In the radiO amateur frequency bands was carried 
as a piggyback. Design Iofe of the A-O-C 15 at least 1 yr. of 
successful operation In orbit. 
Atlas-Centaur ...... To obtain measurements of the planets Venus & Mercury 









73-H-788 73-HC-399 73-H-755 73-HC-613 
73-H-504 73-HC-627 73-H-470 73-HC-638 
73-H-911 73-HC-730 
73-H-843 73-HC-675 73-H-844 73-HC-676 
73-H-1018 73-HC-826 73-H-1061 73-HC-648 
73-H-1258 73-HC-1044 73-H-1259 73-HC-1045 


















Nov_ 16, 1973 
1974 
Dec_ lfi, 1973 
Jan. 18, 1974 
Feb. 11, 1974 
Feb. 18, 1974 
Mar. 8, 1974 
April 13, 1974 
May 17, 1974 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Saturn IB ......... Perfo:-m unmanned Saturn Workshop operatIOns. R~actl­
vate the Skylab orbital assembly III earth orbit. Obtain 
medical data on the crew for use in extending duratIon of 
manned space flights. Perform infllght expl:'rlment~). 
Delta ....•....... Investigate the photochemical processes accornpanYlng 
the absorption of solar ultravIolet radiation In ',he earth's 
atmosphere by making closely coordinated meiJsurements ~}f the reacting constituents from a spacl,wraft WIth 
onboard propulSion to permit variations of perigee. 
Delta ............ Reimbursable launch. United Kingdom's communications 
satellite. 
Titdn I/I·E Test flight of booster planned for Viking Mars laUileh in Centaur ......... 1975. 






... Reimbursable launch. United Kingdom technology satel 
lite with experiments related to sp8Ger.raft power !>ystems, 
altitude control and <;tabiliZ8tiofl 
.. Western Union communicatiofl5 satellite. Reimhurc;ahle launch . 
. . . . First prototype!devplopmpntal tnio:;sion for geostiltionary 
meteorological operational satp'lite system; day and night 
continuous imaging of cloud cavllr; sophisticated remote~ 
platform data·coliectionMand weHlwr data relay 
LAUNCH VEHICLE 













74-H-191 74-HC-130 74-H-324 
74-HC-193 
74·H·262 74-HC-166 74·H·293 
74-HC-186 






















May 3D, 1974 
June 3, 1974 
July 16, 1974 
August 27, 1974 
Oct. 10, 1974 
Oct.15,1974 
Oct. 29,1974 
Nov. 22, 1974 
VEHICLE MISSION/REMARKS 
Titan III·C .. . Developmental and demonstrative communications mis-
sion using technology applicable to terrestrial and space 
needs; utilizes 9.15-meter (3D·footl deployable parabolic 
antenna and communications system with frequencies in 
several bands; will support public communications 
experiments in the U,S. and India. 
Scout ............ To study the topology of the magnetic field at brge radial 
distance over the Earth's dgear caps and the intuaction of 




. . .. .. . Spin·Stabilized, Earth-orbiting satellite des,gned for upper 
atmosphere measurements. 
........... . Designed to obtain 
ultraviolet sources. 
data from celf.stial X·ray and 
......... ' . . Western Union communications -:.atellite. Reimbursablo 
launch. 
Scout ............ To investigate galactic and exf,ra galactic X·ray sources. 
D·-Ita ............ Polar-orbiting operational meteorological satellite funded 
by NOAA; day and night cloud cover and temperature 
sounding. Launch includes two piggyback payloads, 
I ntasat and Oscar . 
Delta ..... . 
100 
. Reimbursable launch. United Kingdom communications 
satellite. 
SPACECRAFT 
B&W COLOR LAUNCH VEHICLE B&W COLOR 
74-H-283 74-HC-183 74-H-411 74-HC-243 
RECOVERY 
B&W COLOR 
74-H-463 74-HC-285 74-H-922 74-HC-557 
74-H-665 74-HC-409 74-H-663 74-HC-405 
74-H-719 74-HC-442 74-H-889 74-HC-520 
74-H-l093 74-HC-688 74-H-936 74-HC-555 
74-H-992 74-HC-602 
74-H-l010 74-HC-618 74-H-l075 74-HC-638 


















Dec. 10, 1974 
Dec. 17,1974 




Jan. 22, 1975 
Feb. 6, 1975 
Feb. 20, 1£.75 
Apr. 9,1975 
VEHICLE 
Titan III .... -
MISSluN/REMARKS 
.To investigate the properties of and processes in inter· 
planetary space in the direction of and close to the Sun 
by developing, launching and operating automated 
spacecraft_ 
Delta .Experimental communications satellite. Rp.imbursable. 
A-Centaur. . . . .. .One of a series of communiciltlons satellites to form part 
of a global communication commercial satellite system. 
Launch for COMSAT. 
Dnlta ............ Western Union communications satellite. Reimbursa:,le 
launch. 
Delta .......... Second Earth Resources Technology Satellite to locate, 
mapi and measure earth resources parameters from space 
and demonstrate the applicability of this approach to the 
management of the worlds resources. WTR 
Delta .......... Second developmental meteorological satellite to provide 
continuous observation of environmental phenomena and 
help develop an environmental network for routine obser-
vations and early warning. 
A.Centaur . .Vehicle Failure - COMSAT Communications Satellite 
Delta. . . . ' .Oceanographic and geodetic satellite to measure ocean 






































SAS·C (Expl. 53) 
1976·037A 
Telesat,C(AN I K3) 
1975-038A 
Intel.at IV F-l 
1975·042A 













Mav 7, 1975 
MaV 7, 1975 
MaV 22, 1975 
June 12, 1975 
June 21, 1975 
July 15, 1975 
Aug.S, 1975 
Aug. 20, 1975 














(Ali Ilunch" from ETR, unl_ otherwi .. notld.) 
.Scientific satellite: To search for source radiating in the 
X·ray, gamma ray, ultraviolat, and other spectral regions 
both within and beyond OUr galaxy. Sen Marco 
.Canadian Domestic Communications Satellite _ Reim. 
bursable 
.. Comsat Communications Setellite - Last of the IV series 
Reirnbursable 
.Meteorological Satellite - R&C of Instruments for expend. 
ing capabilities for remote sensing of the atmosphere _ WTR 
.Scientific satellite to study specific features of the Sun. 
.Apollo Soyuz Test Project (ASTr, 4anned: T. P. Safford, 
V. Brand and O. K. Slavton - L __ <ed with Soyuz 19 on 
17 July Mission duration 217 hrs. 28 minutes 
.Cosmic Ray Satellite to study [Atraterrestrial Gamma 
Radiation - launched for the ruropean Space Agency (WTRI. Reimbursable 
.Scientific Investigation of Mr". - United States' first 
attempt to soft land a spar;ecraft on another planet. 































Intelsat IVA F-l 
1975-091A 
AE-D (Expl. 54) 
1975-096A 










Sept_ 9, 1975 
Sept. 25, 1975 
Oct. 6, 1975 
Oct. 12, 1975 
Oct_ 16, 1975 
Nov. 20, 1975 
Dec. 5, 1975 
Dec 13,1975 
VEHICLE 







((All Ilu'lches from ETR, unless otherwise noted.) 
.Scientific Investigation of Mars - Unit"d States' first 
attempt to soft land a spacecraft on another planet. 
.First in a series of improved COMSAT Communications 
Satellites - Double the capacity of previous Intelsats. 
Reimbursable. 
.Scientific satellite to investigate the chemi~al processes 
and energ'" transfer mechanisms which control Earth's 
atmosphere _. WTR 
.Navy Transit Navigation Satellite - WTR - Reimbursable 
.Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite -
Constructed and launched by NASA - Funded and 
Reimbursed by NOAA. 
Delta .......... Scientific satellite to investigate the chemical processes 





.Scientific satellite to measure global density of upper 
atmosphere and lower exosphere - Vehicle failed - WTR 
.Communication Satellite - First RCA Domestic Com-














(No launch picture 































Air Forc. Tilt 
1976-047A 
LAUNCH 
Jan, 15, 1976 
Jan. 17, 1976 
Jan. 29, 1976 
Feb. 19, 1976 
Mar. 26, 1976 








A-Cantaur . __ . 
D.lta. , , 





(Aliliunches from ETR, unleu otherwise noted,) 
SCientific satellite to investigate the properties in inter-
planetarv space close to thE Sun - Cooperative with 
Germanv 
Experimental High Powered Communicednns Satellite 
Cooperative with Canada 
Comsat Communications Satellite - Reimbursable 
Comsat Maritime Communications Satellite - Reimburs-
able 
Seconn RCA (Satcom) Domestic C:)mmunications Satel-
lite - Reimbursable 
Communication> Satellite for the North Atla,Hic Treaty 
OrrJlnlzation - Reimbursable 
TIJ demonlt'~ta the fallibility and utility of a ground-to-
IIlIellita Iller I litem to contribute to the ItudV of lolld-
',Irth dvnamici. WTR 
Comset'l flrlt Domeltic Communlcltlons l:uteliite _ 
Relmburlable 
Scout """" To ev.luete certeln propegetlon effecII of dllturbed 
plalmal on rader .nd communlc.tlonIIVlteml, Relmburl-




























Marisat-B June 9,1976 
1976-053A 
Gravity Probe-A June 18, 1976 
Palapa-A July 8, ;976 
1976-066A 
Comstar-D-2 July 22, 1976 
1976-073A 
ITOS-H Ju Iy 29, 1976 
1976-077A 
U.S. Navy Sept. 1, 1976 
TIP 3 
1976-089A 









Delta ... _ . _ . 
110 
MISSIOI\!/REMARKS 
(All launches from ETR, unless otherwise noted.) 
Comsat Maritime Communications Satell ite ~ Reim· 
bursable. 
Scientific probe to test Einstein's Theory of Relativity -
WI 
Indonesian Communications Satellite - Reimbursable, 
Com,at's Second Domestic Communicetions Satellite -
Reimbursable 
Meteorological Seteliite - Red8lignated NOAA-6 - Reim-
bursable - WTR 
Transit Improvement Program (TIP) U.S. Navy Navigation 
Satellit~ - Reimbursable - WTR 
Com sat Maritime Communications Satellite (Reimburs-
able) 
SPACECRAFT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
RECOVERY 
B&W COLOR B&W 
COLOR B&W COLOR 
76-H-453 76-HC-613 76-H-447 
76-HC-609 
76-H-450 76-HC-612 76-H-462 76-HC-616 
76-H-463 76-HC-622 76-H-530 
76-HC-642 
76-H-590 76-HC-664 76-H-591 
76-HC-~,,5 
76-H-739 76-HC-766 76-H-723 76-HC-739 
N/A N/A N/A Nt,'\ 
76-H-BOO 76-HC-B06 76-H-790 N/A 
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NASA ASTRONAUTS 
PORTRAIT IN SPACESUIT 
GROUP NAME 
B&W COLOR B&W COLOR 
3 "ALDRIN, Edwin Eugene Jr. 63·A.T.·180 
A.T.-440 69·H·969 69·HC-640 
6 "ALLEN, Joseph P. (Dr.) 71·H·1683 
71·HC·1303 71·H·1682 71·HC·1302 
3 "ANDERS, William Alison 
63·A.T.·181 A.T.-441 68·H-840 68·HC·559 
2 ARMSTRONG, Neil Alden 62·A.T.·1 
A.T..442 69·H·968 69·HC-639 
3 "BASSETT, Charles A. 63·A.T.·182 
A.T..443 
3 "BEAN, Alan LaVern' 
71·H·1684 71·HC·1304 69·H·1494 69·HC·966 
7 BOBKO, Karol, Jr. 71·H·1722 
71·HC·1342 71·H·1721 71·HC·1341 
2 "BORMAN, Frank 62·A.T.·2 
A.T.-445 68·H-836 68·HC·846 
5 "BRAND, Vance DeVoe' 71·H·1686 
71·HC·1306 71·H·1685 71·HC·1305 
5 "E<ULL, John Sumter 66·H·935 
66·HC·571 
1 "CARPENTER, Malcolm Scott M·15 
A.T..471 62·MA6·78 A.T.·2 
5 "CARR, Gerald Powell' 71·H·1688 
71·HC·1308 71·H·1687 71·HC·1307 
3 "CERNAN, Eugene Andrew 71·H·1690 
71·HC·1310 71·H·1689 71·HC·1309 
3 "CHAFFEE, Roger Bruce 63·A.T.·185 
A.T.-447 67·H·106 
6 CHAPMAN, Philip 1<. (Dr.) 71·H·1692 
71·HC·1312 71·H·1691 71·HC·1311 
3 COLLINS, Michael 63·A.T.·175 
A.T..448 69·H·970 69·HC-641 
2 "CONRAD, Charles Jr.' 71·H·1693 
71·HC·1313 69·H·1492 69·HC·964 
1 "COOPER, Leroy Gordon Jr. M·14 
A.T..450 62·MA9-4 A.T.·5 
7 CREWS, Albert H. Jr. 
112 
NASA ASTRONAUTS 
PORTRAIT IN SPACESUIT 
GROUP NAME B&W COLOR B&W COLOR 
7 CRIPPEN, Robert L. 71·H·1724 71·HC·1344 71·H·1723 71·HC·1343 
1 CUNNINGHAM, Walter 63·A.T.·176 A.T.-451 68·H·937 68·HC-631 
5 ""DUKE, Cherles Moss Jr. 71·H·1695 71·HC·1315 71·H·1694 71·HC·1314 
3 ""EISELE, Donn Fulton 71·H·1597 68·H-675 68·f ~-630 
6 ENGLAND, Anthony W. (Dr.) 71·H·1697 71·HC·1317 71·H·1696 71·HC·1316 
5 "" ENG LE, Joe Henry 71·H·1881 71·HC·1478 71·H·1882 71·HC·1479 
5 ""EVANS, Ronald Ellwin 71·H·1908 71·HC·1493 71H·1698 71·HC·1318 
3 ""FREEMAN, Theodore C. 63·A.T.·186 A.T.·212 
7 FULLERTON, Charles G. 71·H·1911 71·HC·1496 71·H·1725 71·HC·1345 
4 ""GARRIOTT, Owen Kay (Dr.)" 71·H·1700 71·HC·1320 71·H·1699 71·HC·1319 
4 ""GI8S0N, Edward George (Dr.)" 71·H·1879 71·HC·1476 71·H·1880 71·HC·1477 
5 ""GIVENS, Edward Galen Jr. 66·H-895 66·HC·548 
1 ""GLENN, John H. M·16 A.TA72 62·MA6·77 MA6-48 
3 ""GORDON, Richard Francis Jr. 71·H·1909 71·HC·1494 69·H·1493 69·HC·965 
1 ""GR ISSOM, Virgil Ivan M·17 A.T.-455 64·H·2321 A.T.·ll 
5 ""HAISE, Fred Wallace Jr. 71·H·1701 71·HC·1321 70·H·26 70·HC·31 
7 HARTSFIELD, Henry W. 71·H·1728 71·HC·1348 71·H·1727 71·HC·1347 
6 HENIZE, Karl G. (Dr.) 71·H·1877 71·HC·1474 71·H·1878 71·HC·1475 
113 
NASA ASTRONAUTS 
PORTRAIT I'" SPACESUIT 
GROUP NAME B&W COLOR B&W COLOR 
6 HOLMQUEST, Donald L. (Dr.) 71·H·1875 71·HC·1472 71·H·1876 71-HC-1473 
5 IRWIN, James Benton 71-H-1702 71-HC·1322 71-H-1059 
71-HC-851 
4 "KERWIN, Joseph Peter' 71-H-1873 71-HC-1470 71-H-1874 
71-HC-1471 
6 LENOIR, William 8. (Dr.)' 71-H-1704 71·HC-1324 71-H-1703 71-HC-1323 
5 ·*LlND, Don Leslie· 71·H-1706 71-HC-1326 71-H-1705 
71-HC·1325 
6 • 'LLEWELLYN, John A. (Dr.) 67-H-1716 67·HC-816 
5 '*LOUSMA, Jack Robert' 72-H-11 72-HC-8 71-H-1883 
71-HC·1480 
2 • 'LOVE LL, James Arthur Jr. 62·A.T.-8 A.T.-456 70·H-25 
70-HC·30 
5 "MATTINGLY, Thomas Kenneth 71-H-1709 71-HC-1329 71-H-1708 
71·HC-1328 
5 McCANDLESS, Bruce I\' 71-H-1711 71-HC-1331 71-H-1710 
71·HC-1330 
2 "McDIVITT, James Alton 72-H-14 72-HC-11 72-H-15 
72·HC·12 
4 "MICHEL, Frank Curtis 65·H-2040 65·HC-1254 
5 "MITCHELL, Edgar Dean 71-H-1712 71 HC-1332 70 H·1539 
70-HC-1113 
6 MUSGRAVE, F. Story (Dr.!' 71-H-1910 71-HC-1495 72-H-9 72·HC-6 
6 "O'LEARY, Brian T. (Dr.) 67-H-1721 67-HC-821 
7 OVERMYER, Robert F. 71·H-1730 71·HC-1350 71-H-1729 
71-HC·1349 
6 "PARKER, Robert A. (Dr.) 71·H-1863 71·HC-1460 71·H·1864 71-HC-1461 




PORTRAIT IN SPACESUIT 
GROUP NAME B&W COLOR B&W COLOR 
5 "POGUE, William Reid' 71-H-1865 71-HC-I462 71-H-1866 71-HC-1463 
5 ROOSA, Stuart Allen 72-H-l0 72-HC-7 70-H-1540 70-HC-1114 
1 "SCHIRRA, Walter Marty Jr. M-18 A_T_-459 68-H-674 68-HC-428 
4 "SCHMITT, Harrison Hagen 65-H-ll16 66-HC-193 71-H-1895 71-HC-1483 
3 • ·SCHWEICKART, Russell Louis' 71-H-1714 71-HC-1334 71-H-1713 71-HC-1333 
3 • ·SCOTT, David Randolph 71-H-1867 71-HC-1464 71-H-1868 71-HC-1465 
2 • ·SEE, Elliot, J., Jr. 62-A_T_-5 A_T.-461 
··SHEPARD, Alan Bartlatt Jr. 71-H-1715 71-HC-1335 70-H-1538 70·HC·1112 
1 SLAYTON, Donald Kant 71·H·1717 71-HC·1337 71·H·1716 71·HC·1336 
2 ··STAFFORD, Thomas Patten 62·A.T.-6 A.T.-464 69·H-644 72-HC-555 
5 ··SWIGERT, John Leonard Jr. 71·H-1869 71·HC-1466 71·H·1870 71·HC-1467 
6 ··THORNTON, William F. (Dr.) 72·H·12 72·HC·9 72·H·13 72·HC-l0 
7 TRULY, Richard H. 71-H-1734 71·HC-1354 71-H-1733 71·HC-1353 
5 WEITZ, Paul Joseph· 71-H·1892 71·HC-1327 71-H-1718 71·HC-1338 
2 ··WHITE, Edward Higgins II 62-A.T.·7 A.T.-33 64·H-2670 A.T.-465 
3 ··WILLIAMS, Clifton Curtin Jr. 63-A.T.-177 A.T.-466 66-HC-556 
5 ··WORDEN, Alfred Merrill 71-H-1871 71-HC-1468 71·HC-1872 71·HC-1469 
2 • ·YOUNG, John Watts 71-H-1720 71-HC·1340 71-H·1719 71-HC·1339 
·Skylab Astronauts NASA·HQ 
.. ·Former Boy Scouts 
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SELECTED GEMINI TERRAIN PHOTOGRAPHY 
GIft;!ni Identification NASAHO. 
Mlalon MSCNo. No. No. D_ription 
lit 565-18741 Gil-MAG I, FR 5 GT3-100 Mexico-California, Imperial Valley 
IV 565-30427 GIV-MAG 16, FR 7 65-HC-361 Major White on EVA 
IV 565-34661 GIV-MAG 16, FR 43 65-HC-419 Muscat & Oman, Ras AI Hadd 
IV 565-34670 GIV-MAG 16, FR 53 65-HC-437 Richat Structure, Mauritania 
IV 565-34776 GIV-MAG 7, FR 1 65-HC-427 Nile Oelte, Suez Cenal, Dead Se. 
IV 565-34766 GIV-MAG 7, FR 13 65-HC-430 Florida Keys 
IV 565-34751 GIV-MAG 7, FR 28 65-HC-2700 8ern.rd Cells near Marcus Island 
IV 565-34765 GIV-MAG 7, FR 56 65-HC-436 Sief dunes, south Wist Arabian Peninsula 
IV 565-34781 GIV-MAG 6, FR 4 65-HC-2701 Nile River above Aswan 
IV 565-34673 GIV-MAG 8, FR 3 65-HC-440 Mouth of Colorado Rivar, Mexico 
IV 565-34675 GIV-MAG 8, FR 5 65-HC-922 r .:lacate Volcenlc Fi.lds, Sonora, M.xico 
IV 565-34706 GIV-MAG 8, FR 36 65-HC-2702 Texas, Edwards Pleteeu, W.t ground outline 
V 565-46697 GV-MAG 3, FR 26 65-HC-775 Guadalupe I, M.xico, shock WIV. end cloud vorti 
V 565-45713 GV-MAG 3, FR 42 65-HC-766 China, Sz.chwln Provlnc., YlngtZ. River bilin 
V 565-46720 GV-MAG 3, FR 49 65-HC-791 Ir.n, Shlraz, P.n.polll Rulnl, g.ology cl.lr 
V 565-45726 GV-MAG 3, FR 54 65-HC-792 China, Ylngtz. River, Tunolng Hu uk. 
V 566-46737 GV-MAG I, FR 3 66-HC-703 Straits of Glbraltlr, Splln-Morocco 
V 565-45748 GV-MAG I, FR 12 65-HC-710 Florldl P.nlnlull, wllther lIqu.ncI'1 
V 565-45747 GV-MAG I, FR 13 65-HC-661 Callfornll-Arlzonl, Sonora, Salton Stl, Colo. River 
V 565-45750 GV-MAG I, FR 16 66-HC-713 Arizona, TuclOn Ind vicinity 
V 565-45753 GV·MAG I, FR 19 65-HC-662 Florldl P.nnllull, w.lther lIqulnCl'2 
V 566-46766 GV-MAG I, FR 22 65-HC-716 Florldl Panln.ull, wllthar lIqu.ncI'3 
V 565-45760 GV·MAG I, FR 26 65-HC-663 Tongu. of OC.ln, aahaml aankl 
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SELECTED GEMINI TERRAIN PHOTOGRAPHY (con't) 
Gemini Identification NASA HO. 
Mission MSC No. No. No. 
Description 
V 56545768 GV·MAG 1, FR 34 65·HC·723 
China, mouth of Yangtze, 5hanghai, sediments in 
V 56545778 GV·MAG 1, FR 44 65·HC·729 
Egypt, Nile Delta, Cairo 
V 56545648 GV-MAG 4, FR 46 65-HC-820 
ChIna, India, Pakistan (Kashmir) Mt. Godwin-At 
V 56545665 GV-MAG 4, FR 63 65-HC-564 
Morocco Coast with small tropical storm 
V 56545548 GV-MAG 2, FR 2 65-HC-738 
Typhoon near Marshall Islands 
V 56545549 GV-MAG 2, "'R 3 65-HC-739 8ikini Atoll 
V 56545579 GV-MAG 2, FR 33 65-HC-/51 
50uthwest Africa, dunes, hooks, faults, etc. 
V 56545585 GV-MAG 2, FR 39 65-HC-754 
Baja California 
V 56545599 GV-MAG 2, FR 53 65-HC-758 
Cape Kennedy, Florida East Coast 
VI 565-63168 GVI-MAG A FR 6 65-HC-2005 
Gamini VII, nose viaw at 32 feet 
VI 565 '13194 GVI-MAG A FR 32 65-HC-2031 
Gemini VII, side view at 27 feet 
VI 565-63220 GVI-MAG A FR 58 65-HC-2057 
Gamini VII, adapter view at 29 feet 
VI 565-63149 GVI-MAG 8 FR 49 65-HC-2110 
Large vortex In lee of Tenerife I, Canary Group 
VI 565-63158 GVI·MAG B FR 5865 65-HC-2119 
Nigar Republic, Sahara, Alr-Au-Azbine Volcanic area 
VI ~65-63161 GVI-MAG B FR 61 65-HC-2122 
Sudan, "The Sudd," Nile Rlvar, world's largest swamp 
VI 565-63247 GVI-MAG C FR 34 65-HC-2158 
Mauritania, Faile Delta of Niger, Tlmbuctu, Sahara 
VII 565-63830 GVII-MAG 22 FR 3 65-HC-2525 
Algeria, dunes, ridge, with stream flowing Into Salt Lake 
VII 566-63829 GVII-MAG 22 FR 4 65-HC-2526 
Algeria, Tilernine dunes over 1,000' high 
VII 565-63807 GVII-MAG 22 FR 26 65·HC-264B 
Kennedy Space Canter, Launch Complex 39 
VII S65-6~796 GVII·MAG 22 FR 37 66-HC-2659 
Polaris Missile Launched from lubmarlne off FI 
VII 566-63849 GVII-MAG 17 FR 19 66-HC-2266 
Nile Dalta, Suez Canal, Deed Sea, Eastern Mediterranean 
VII 565-63873 GVII-MAG 17 FR 43 65·HC-2280 
Full moon over Central Pacific Ocaen 
VII 566-63888 GVII-MAG 17 FR 58 65-HC-2295 
Mexico Coahuila State 
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SELECTED GEMINI TERRAIN PHOTOGRAPHY (can't) 
Gemini Identification NASA HQ. 
Mission MSC No. No. No. Description 
VII S65-64010 GVII·MAG 25 FR 20 65·HC·2593 South Arabia, Wadi Hadramawt, classic stream aracy 
VII S65-64040 GVII·MAG 25 FR 53 65·HC·2626 Gemini VI at 30 feet 
VIII S66·25782 GVIII·MAG 20, FR 12 66·HC·189 Side view of Ager." fit 40 feet 
IX S66·37909 GIX·MAG A FR 4 66·HC·1366 Mouth of Mississippi 
IX S66·37923 GIX·MAG A FR 18 66·HC·1380 ATDA at 70 feet, coast of Venezuela 
IX S66·37972 GIX·MAG A FR 67 66·HC·1429 ATDA at 37 feet, coast of Africa 
IX S66·38298 GIX·MAG C FR 36 66·HC·501 Peru, Huascaran Volcano, 1962 Avalonche 
IX S66·38310 GIX·MAG C FR 48 66·HC·613 
Peru.80Iivia.Chlle, L.ke Titicaca, Ande. 
IX S66·38314 GIX·MAG C FR 52 66·HC·517 
Chile.80Iivia.Argentlna High Salt Beds (Salars) 
IX S66·38048 GIX·MAG D FR 18 66·HC·690 Gemini IX by Cernan on EVA 
IX S66·38070 GIX·MAG D FR 40 66·HC-612 Baja, California, open hatch, spacecraft nO'Q 
IX S66·38080 GIX·MAG D FR 50 66·HC-622 Lt. Col. Stafford imide Gemini IX 
IX S66·3B515 GIX·MAG G FR 6 66·HC·842 Lt. Cdr. Cernan on EVA 
IX S66·38405 GIX·MAG B FR 11 66·HC·974 Canary Islands with Africa in background 
IX S66·3841B GIX·MAG B FR 24 66·HC·987 Libya, AI Haruj AI Swad uplift 
IX S66·38444 GIX·MAG 6 FR 50 66·HC·1013 Lake Chad 
X 56645866 GX·MAG 11, FR 33 66·HC·1107 Taiwan, 50uth half 
X S6645952 GX·MAG 12, FR 26 66·HC·1147 
Taiwan, Straits of Formosa, Chinl Coast 
X S6646052 GX·MAG 13, FR 36 66·HC·1205 
Venezuela, Guyana, mouth of Orinoco, Essenquib 
X 56646249 GX·MAG 28, FR 29 66·HC-1294 
Docked to Agena glow from Agena P,P.S. burn 
X S6646125 GX·MAG 5, FR 16 66-HC-914 Agena at range of 45 feet 
X 56646145 GX·MAG 5, FR 36 66-HC-934 Docked to Agena 
XI 566·54525 GXI·MAG 9, FR 4 66·HC-1757 
Libya.Sudan. H,-Apogee Revolution 
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SELECTED GEMINI TERRAIN PHOTOGRAPHY (con't) 
Gemini Identification NASA HQ. 
Mission MSC No. No. No. Description 
XI 566·54529 GXI·MAG 9, FR 8 66·HC·1761 Sudan, H i·Apogee Revolution 
XI S66·54530 GXI·MAG 9, FR 9 66·HC·1762 Nile River, 2000 mile Hi·Apogee Revolutton 
XI 566·54536 GXI·MAG 9, FR 15 66·HC·176B Ethiopia·Arabia Hi·Apogee Revolution 
XI 566·54560 GXI·MAG 9, FR 39 66·HC·1792 Houston· Gulf coast Hi·Apogee Revolution 
XI 566·54653 GXI·MAG 8, FR 2 66·HC·15B5 Lt. Cdr. Gordon. open hatch 
XI S66·54664 GXI·MAG 8, FR 13 66·He·1596 Red Sea, Dead Sed. '-i ,·Apogee Revolution 
XI S66·54669 GXI·MAG 8, FH 18 66·HC·1601 Arabla·Pakistdn, Hi-AJ..logee Revolution 
XI S66·54677 GXI·MAG 8, FR 26 66·HC·1609 Indla·Ceylon, Hi·Apogee Revolution 
XI 566·54700 GXI·MAG B, FR 49 66·HC·1632 Western Australia HI-Apogee Revolution 
XI 566·54705 GXI·MAG 8, FR 54 66·HC·1637 Australia at HI Apogee Revolution 
XI S66·54711 GXI·MAG 8, FR 60 66·HC·1643 At high apogee, terminator 
XI 566·54773 GXI·MAG 10, FR 10 66·HC·1656 libYd 5and Seas 
XI 866·54803 GXI·MAG 10, FR 40 66·HC·1686 Agena on tether (deployment) 
XI S66·34810 GXI·MAG 10, FR 47 56·HC·1693 Agena on tether, MeXICO 
XI 566·54893 GXI·MAG 11, FR 6 66·HC·1701 Mid East 
XI 566·54830 GXI·MAG 12, F-R 2 66·HC·1740 After tether drop 
XII 5G6-63428 GXII·MAG 8, FR 43 None Texas; San AntOniO. Austin 
XII 566·63475 GXII·MAG 8, FR 90 None Algeria, dune fields 
XII S66-63481 GXII·MAG 8, FR 96 None Egypt, Red Sea, Arabia looking south 
XII 566-63082 GXII·MAG 11, FR 142 66·HC·1950 Iran, Truclal Coast 
XII 566-63495 GXII·MAG 8, FR 110 None Vortices off Mexico, unique cells 
XII S66-63531 GXII·MAG p. FR 146 None Egypt, Jetstream, cmus 
XII 566-62757 GXII·MAG 10, FR 9 None Agena stotlOn keeping 
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Gemini Identification NASA HO. 
Mission MSC No. No. No. Description 
XII S66-62782 GXII-MAG 10, FR 34 66·HC·1939 Major Aldrin EV A 
XII S66-62794 GXII·MAG 10, FR 46 None Tethered Agena, Mexico, New Mexico 
XII S66-62870 GXII·MAG 17, FR 4 None Docked to Agena, hand rail, etc. 
XII S66-62908 GXII·MAG 17, FR 42 None Open hatch, Florida SI'OltS, Bahama. 
XII S66-63034 GXII·MAG 11, FR 94 None Houston, JSC, Gulf Coast 
XII S66-62979 GXII-MAG11,FR40 None Mouths of the Irrawaddy 















Lunar Orbiter I 
Lunar Orbiter II 
Lunar Orbiter III 
Lunar Orbiter III 
Lunar Orbiter III 
SELECTED 
LUNAR SURFACE PHOTOS 
DESCRIPTION 
Crater Guericke: Altitude 470 miles 
Crater Delambre: Altitude 470 miles 
Craters Sabinet & Ritter: Altitude 151 miles 
Crater Alphonsus Area: Altitude 775 miles 
Crater Alphonsus: Altitude 258 miles 
Crater Alphonsus: Altitude 58 miles 
First photo of footpad 
Large rock 
Claw digger 
Alpha scattering device 
Mosaic, rocky ridge 
Footpad: Before and after vernier firing 
Earth and Moon 
Oblique of Copernicus 
Craters Hyginus and Rille 
Crater Kepler. oblique 





















Lunar Orbiter IV 
Lunar Orbiter IV 
Lunar Orbiter V 
Lunar Orbiter V 
Lunar Orbiter V 
Lunar Orbiter V 








LUNAR SURFACE PHOTOS 
Alpine Valley 
Orientale Basin 
Earth as disk 
Tycho Crater 
DESCRIPTION 









(Selected frames from Manner 
















Photo Number Description 
69.H-441 Launch 
69-H·1280 Mars from 771,500 statute miles 
69·H·1281 Mars from 751,600 statute miles 
69·H·1282 Mars from 691,950 statute mile; 
69·H·1283 Mars from 632,300 ,tatute miles 
69-H·1284 Mars from 572,650 statute miles 
69-H·1285 Mars from 503,050 statute miles 
69-H·1286 Mars from 463,250 statute miles 
69·H-1287 Mars from 333,700 statute miles 
69-H-1289 Mars from 201,900 statute miles 
6'l-H-12'l0 Mars frnrn 156,700 statute miles 
69-H·12!)1 Mars from 126,500 statute miles 
















Mars from 282,100 statute miles 
Mars from 2,245 statute miles 
Mars from 2,150 statute miles 
Mars from 2,150 statute miles 
Enlarged v,ew of south polar cap 
View of Deucalionis Region 
Re.enhanced view of Mars 
Near encounter view (4 wide angle moslad 
Re-enhanced view of Mars 
Three full disk views of Mars 
Re-enhtmced view of Mars 
MARINER VII 
Photo Numbb. Description 
69-H-551 Launch 
69·H427 Spacecraft 
69-H-139I Mars from 630,700 statute miles 
69-H-1390 Mors from 535,550 statute miles 
69-H-1388 Mars from 716,250 statute miles 
69-H-1389 Mars from more than one million miles 
69-;;-1381 View of "Giant Footprint" two adjacent 






Mars from 293,200 statute miles 
Mars from 293,200 statute miles 
Mars from 181,500 statute miles 
Mars from 81,700 statute miles 
View of south polar cap region 















Hell.spon",s and Hellas regions 
Hellespontus and Hellas regions 
Hellespontus and Hellas regions 
Border of Hellespontus and Hellas 
"Giant's rootprint" two adjacent craters 
fores,,(!ytened by obi iQue viewing of the 
south po/at cap 
Edge of Mars south polar cap 
Mars south polar Cilp 
Mars from 3,300 miles 
Three full disk pictures of Mars 
View of south polar cap Ire-enchanced) 
Floor of circular "desert" Hellas (re. 
enl,anced) 














Mars south polar cap from 716,139 km 
1445,000 miles). 
Mars from 656,880 km 1408,000 miles). 
Mars from 104,650 km 165,000 miles). 
Mars 12 pictures) Top· Mariner 9 mosaic, 
Bottom· Mariner 7 photo of same area. 
Mars mosaic of frames before orbit 
insertion. 
Mars entire south polar cap Imosaic). 
Disc of Martian moon Deimas. 
Close·up views of Phobos from 5,543 km 
13,444 mi.) and 14,683 km 19,123 mi.). 
Computer·enhanced photo of Phobos 
from 5,543 km 13,444 mi.). 

















Mars - oblique view of crater complex 
near Ascraeus Lacus in Tharsis region. 
Mar> ;nountain near Nodus Gordii Ithe 
Gordian Knotl. 
Computer·proces,ed version of 71·H·1809. 
Phobos computer-processed version. 
Mars south polar cap 14 pictures). 
Mars· Nix OlymplCa ISnows of Olympus). 
Mars - south polar cap views. 
Mars· narrow·angle picture shows gradual 
roll·off in the brightness in top of 
atmospheric dust and detached layer 
above Martian limb Itaken with violet 
filter). 
Mars· Same as above Itaken minus blue 
hlterl. 
Surface of Ni S 167th orbit). 
Martian Cantonlands. 
Pits and hollows on Mars about 800 km 



















Rilles in Martian crust taken at a distance of 1,730 km (1,072 miles!' 
Mars' Nix Olympica Region. 
Dark splotches on Mars· south temperate zone of Mars. 
Vast chasm with branching canyons Aroding the adjacent plateeulands in Tithonius 
Lacus area. 
Martian crater 69 km (43 miles) located near Mars' Pavonis Lacus. 
Erosional processes on the fractured voloanic table :ands of Mars' Noctis Lacus. 
A IJrobable Martian shield vol~ano. 
Extremely irregular jumbled Martian area. 
Novus Mons area. 
Mars' South Polar Region. 
Sinuous Valley in Ra5ena Region. 




















I n flight configuration of IItlariner 10 spacecraft. 
Mariner launched by an Atlas·Centaur ,rom Cape :(ennedy on N'Nembcr 3,1973. 
VENUS 
Lighted cusp of North Pole taken from 5,000 miles. 
Haze layers on limb, photoqraphed in orange light. 
Mosaic picture of nearly full planet, taken from a distance of 440,000 miles. 
Southern hemisphere, spiral·like markings seen only through UV filters taken from a 
range of about 450,000 miles on February 6, 1974. 
Ultraviolet television camera picture taken on February 6, 1974 from a rang" of 490,000 
miles show dark features toward top-part of dark belt in Venus clouds OVer equatonal 
region. 
UV picture taken on February 6, 1974 from range of 490,000 miles. 
Mosaic of pictures taken Febru"ry 6, 1974 from range of 525,000 miles--cloud pattern 
seen only in UV light show general circulation of upper atmosphere of Venus. 



















Individual Venus TV frames were computer·enhanced, mosaicked and retouched, taken 
February 6, 1974 from a distance of 450,000 miles. 
Series of photomosaics taken at seven-hour intervals February 7, 1974-lh IW rapid 
rotation of light and dark markings at top of Venus' thick cloud deck. 
MERCURV 
Partially illuminated disc taken March 24, 1974 from a distance of 2.700,000 miles. 
Computer-enhanced and enlarged picture taken March 25, 1974 from a distance of 
2,190,000 miles. 
Two pictures-"real time" and enhanced photos taken March 26, 1974 from a distance 
of 1,705,000 miles. 
Computer-enhanced view taken on March 27, 1974 from a distance of 1,141,000 
miles-craters as small as 100 miles across can be made out along right edge of crescent. 
Computer-enhanced view taken on March 2B, 1974 from 590,240 miles-abundance of 
craters near evening terminator seen. 
Computer-enhanced view taken on March 29, 1974 from 310,000 miles-120 mile 
craters and 6.B mile craters detected. 
Southwestern quadrant taken Merct> 29, 1974 from 122,000 miles-largest crater seen 62 















Mosaic of about two.thirds of Mercury's southern hemisphore taken March 29, 1974 
from 124,000 miles-cratered surface is similar to cratered highlands on the 
Moon-largest craters are 124 miles in diameter. 
Conspicuous bright crater on rim of larger older crater taken March 29, 1974 from a 
distance of 55,000 miles-bright-floored crater is 25 miles in diameter. 
Heavily-cratered surface with many low hills taken March 29, 1974 from an altitude of 
21,700 miles-shows large valley 4 1/2 miles wide and 62 miles long. 
Cratered terrain similar to that on the Moon taken March 29, 1974 from 19,300 
miles-shows large flat-floored crater 62 miles in diameter. 
Fresh new crater 7 1/2 miles across in center of older crater basin taken March 29. 1974 
from 12,860 miles-picture covers an area 90 by 105 miles. 
Densely cratered surface taken March 29. 1974 from 8,OB5 miles-portion of 38 mile 
crater shows flow front extending across crater floor and filling more than half of 
crater-smaller fres crater at center is about 15 miles in diameter--craters as small as 
one-half mile across are visible. 
Taken only minutes after Mariner 10 made its closest approach on March 29, 1974 from 
a distance of 3,700 miles-craters as small as 500 feet can be seen--relatively level surface 
contrasts with abundant relief seen in some closeup view on opposite side of planet. 
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Apollo 7 Patch 
Launch 
Spacecraft in water 
Crew on deck of carrier 
HUrricane Gladys 
Southern California 
New Orleans area 
Florida, Cape Kennedy area 
Sudan, White and Blue Nile 
Lake Chad area 
Brazil coastal area 
APOLLO 7 SELECTED PICTURES 
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APOLLO 8 SELECTEO PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
Apollo 8 crew 
Launch 
Astronaut being hoisted into helicopter, spacecraft in water 
Earth-nearly entire western hemisphere and small portion of 
West Africa bulge. 
Earth (center) above lunar horizon 
Earth (right) above lunar horizon 
Nearly full Moon 
Oblique shot looking generally NW from spacecraft into 
Sea of Tranquility 
Looking south at the large Goclenius, also craters Magelhaens, 
Magelhaens A and Columbo A 
Obliqu, shot looking south on lunar a farslde 
Near vertical picture of lunar farside 
Crater Langrenus 
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APOLLO 9 SELECTED PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
Apollo 9 Crew 
Launch 
Recovery 
I n-flight Photos: 
Lunar Module as viewed from Command Module 
Lunar Module as viewed from Command Module 
Lunar Module as viewed from Command Module 
Lunar Module as viewed from Command Module 
Command Module as viewed from lunar Module 
Command Module as viewed from Lunar Module 
Calif.; Sierra Nevada San Joaquin Valley, Majave Desert 
Nevada; Calif.; Arizona; Utah: Las Vegas Colorado RIver, 
Lake Mead 
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APOLLO 9 SELECTED PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
Ut.; Ariz.: Colorado Plateau, Lake Powell, cloudy 
Ariz,; Ut.: Colorado River, Grand Canyon, Humphrey's 
Peak, '~eteor Crater 
Colo.; N.M.; Ut.: Stereo view north, Albuquerque, Salt Lake 
N.M.; Colo.: Albuquerque, Santa Fe; Redondo Park, Sangre de 
Cristo Mts. 
Okla.: Ouachita Mts., r,',~Alester to Ft. Smith 
Texas: Austin to Waco 
III.; Mo.; Ark.; Miss.: View north Memphis to St. Louis; 
snow in III. and Mo. 
Ark.; Okla.: Ouachita Mts., Dardanelle Reservoir-Little Rock 
La.; MIss.: Monroe, Vicksburgh; Miss. River, Ouachita River 
N.C.; Kentucky and East Tenn.; Va: View north from Georgia 
Miss.; Ark.: Greenville, Greenwood; Mississippi River 
Ala.; Birmingham, Gadsden; Coosa River, So. Appalachian Mts. 
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APOllO 9 SELECTED PICTURES 
DES( RIPTION 
Fla. peninsula; view south frorT' Jacksonville·Cross City 
Ga.: Atlanta, Marietta, Griffin, Cartersville, Newman 
S.C.: Charleston, Beaufort; Lake Moultrie 
Va.; Md.; Del.; N.J.: (Long Island visible) 
Docked CM and LM during Scott's EV A 
Astronaut Scott during EVA 
LM/S·IVB stage as viewed from CM 
View of Morocco, Spain and Portugal 
CM as viewed from LM 
Cyclonic storm north of Hawaii 
CM as viewed from LM 
CM over Rio Grande River, Gulf of California 
Bahamas 





























APOLLO 10 SELECTED PICTURES 
OECSRIPTION 
Apollo 10 Crew 
Launch 
Recovery 
Lunar surface (Site #2) 
Apollo Command Module-Moon farside 
Lunar farside 
Crater Schmidt 
Landing Site #3 
Crster Godin 
Earth from lunar ji: tance showing Africa and Far East 
Moon as a disk 
L Joa, Modllle over lunar surface 
Full Earth (Western Hemisphere) 
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APOLLO 11 SELECTED PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 






Astronauts in Mobile Quarantine Facility meet the President 
Astronaut Aldrin egresses Lunar Module 
Aldrin deploys Solar Wind Composllion experiment 
Aldrin stands by deployed SoJar Wind Composition 
Good view of astronaut footprint in lunar soli 
Astronaut's leg and foot, footprint, lunar soil 
Closeup of Apollo 11 lunar landing commemorative pldque 
fT10unted on Lr.~ ladder 
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APOLLO 11 SELECTEO PICTURES 
OESCRIPTION 
Aldrin prepares to deploy two Early Apollo Science 
Experiments Package components 
Aldrin prepare. to deploy two Early Apollo Science 
Experimunts Package components 
."-Idrin prepares to deploy two Early Apollo Science 
Experiments Package components 
Aldrin deplo~s Early Apollo Science Experiments Package 
Passive Seismic Experiments Package 
Passl\:e Seismic Experiment Package deployed, Aldrin wal'('i 
toward Laser Reflector·3 and Lunar Module 
Aldrin deploys PSEP 
Lunar terrain nenr LM, lunar crater and wall, shadows 
American flag planted on Moon 
Armstrona and Aldrin ~os~ with American flag (taken from 1 Emrll 
film-camera was operated automatically one frame per second 
from the LM window) 
LM In lunar orbit with Earth in b?ckground 
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APOLLO 11 SRECTED PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
Crater International Astronomical Union #308 as seen from 
from lunar orbit 
Astronaut Aldrin full front view standing on lunar surface witn 
visor reflecting Astronaut Armsj"ong 
Astronaut Aldrin poses with American flag 
Tranquillity Sase with Aldrin, LM and experiments 
Earth (showing most of Africa and portions of Asia and Europe) 
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APOllO 12 SELECTED PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 




Apollo 12 patch 
Roll out Saturn V 
launch 
Recovery (on parachute) 
Crew in Mobile Quarantine Facility on carrier 
Astronaut with Surveyor III. LM in background 
Surveyor III footpad taken by Apollo 12 astronaut 
Astronaut closeup standing on M<lon-reflected in his face 
visor IS astronaut taking picture 
Portrait of Surveyor III sitting on Moon 
Earthrise over lunar horizon 


























APOLLO 12 SELECTED PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
Lunar horizon view from Command Service Module 
CSM during rendezvous 
Astronaut with U.S. Flag 
Astronaut with ALSEP (Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package 
ALSEP deployment 
Lunar Module. astronaut. and S-Band antenna 
Astronaut on porch of Lunar Module 
Astronaut on Lunar Module ladder 
Lunar surface view 
Lunar Module with sunglare in backgrouna 
Full view of LM with astronaut at work station 
Side view of Lunar Module with astronaut and TV camera 
Astronaut with TV camera 
Astronaut with ALSEP 
Astronaut at Quadrant i I on descent stage 
Astronaut at Quadrant lion descent stage 
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APOLLO 12 SELECTED PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
Astror,dut at Quadrant lion descent stage 
Astronaut carrying ALSEP 
Lunar "mound" 
Astronaut with LM in background and sunglare 
Astronaut carrying A LSEP 
Solar Wind Experiment 
Astronaut with ALSEP 
Central Station of ALSEP 
Close up of lunar rock 
Wide angle view of lunar surface with astronaut 
Close up of lunar soil 
Wide angle view of lunar surface and horizon 
B&W PHOTO NO. 
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69 h'C·1348 ... 
69·HC·1349 
APOLLO 13 SELECTED PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 




Apollo 13 patch 
Apollo 13 plaque 
Roll out of Saturn V 
Apollo 13 on launch pad 
Command and Service Modules mating 
Apollo 13 launch 
Earth (view of U.S. from Alaska to Baja, California) 
Service Module damage 
L.;thium Hydroxide Canister (labeled "mailbox") cleansed 
the air in CM ;:nd LM 
LM jettison 
full view of Moon Ifront side) 































APOllO 13 SELECTED PICTlIRES 
DESCRIPTION 
Farside Moon Crater 302 
Farslde Moon Crater 302 
Farslde Moon Crater 302 
Spacecraft on parachutes 
Astronauts in rdft 
Astronauts on carrier deck, U.S.S. Iwo Jimd 
President Nixon with Apollo 13 crew in Hawaii 
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APOLLO 14 SELECTED PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 





Apollo 14 plaque 
Apollo 14 patch 
Apollo 14 crew at break fast 
Apollo 14 astronauts suiting In spacesuits 
Astronaut Shepard suiting In spacesuit 
Astronaut Roosa suiting In spacesuit 
Astronaut Mitchell suiting in spacesuit 
Astronauts leaving hallway of Manned Spacecraft Operattons 
Building prior to launch 
Astronaut Shepard leaving van at base of gantry 
Astronaut wives, Mrs. Shepard, Mrs. Mitchell and Mrs. Roosa 
at press conference 
View of Firing Room at the Kennedy Space Center 
Prince JIJan Carlos of Spllin in Firing Room 
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APOLLO 14 SELECTED PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
Vice President Agnew at viewing site for launch 
Command Module Kitty Hawk with three parachutes deployed 
prior to splashdown in the Pacific 
Command Module Kitty Hawk floats in Pacific 
Command Module Kitty Hawk as It splashes down 
Apollo 14 crew onboard carrier U.S.S. New Orleans 
Apollo 14 crew waving inside Mobile Quarantine Facility 
Astronaut Shepard with Modular Equipment Transporter (MET) 
on lunar surface 
Astronaut Shepard standing near large rock 
Lunar surface, Lunar Module and tire tracks 
Astronaut Shepard standing by U.S. flag 
Lunar Module on lunar surface 







































APOLLO 14 SELECTED PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
Hammer and collectIon bag to show size of rocks 
Lunar Module on lunar surface 
Astronaut MItchell with ALSEP array 
ALSEP array 
Lunar surface with ME~ ... hadows 
Lunar surface with Lunar Module ascent 
Astronaut Shepard by base of lunar Module 
Astronaut Shepard and MItchell wIth AlSEP (16mml 
Astronaut Shepard and Mitchell wIth AlSEP (16mml 
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APOLLO 15 SELECTED PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 





Plaque on lunar module 
Astronaut suiting activities 
Astronauts enter transfer van 
Firing Room, KSC Fla. 
Mission Operations Control Room, JSC Houston, Tex. 
Suturn V leaves VAB on crawler 
Apollo 15 launch July 26, 1971 
Recovery: 
Command module with parilchutes (jeployed prior to 
splashdown 
Command module splashdown August 7, 1971 
Astronauts in life raft 
ApOllo 15 C1t1W leave helIcopter on board USS Okmawa 
Onboard Phntography' 
Astroneut Worden EVA 
Irwin. Lunar Rover and Pi::lrt of lunar module 
Irwin at Rover Mt. Hddley in background 
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APOLLO 15 SELECTED PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
Onboard Photography cont'd: 
Lunar module, rover, Irwin saluting beside flag and 
Hadley Delta in background 
Scott saluting beside flag, part of LM 
Rover alone and west edge of NIt. Hadley 
Command and :iervice modules in lunar orbit 
Irwin walking away from rover 
I rVllin at rover, Hadley Delta in background 
LM, Flag, Solar Winrl Composition experiment 
Irwin making trench with scoop-Mt. Hadley in 
background 
Scott with tongs and gnomon at boulder on sl:>pe of 
Hadley Delta-Rover in right foreground 
Scott with 70mm camera on Hadley Delta slope 
Scott and RC'ver on edge of Hadley Rille 
Irwin holding rover 
Apollo.Lunar Surface Experiments Package 
deployment 
Irwin, Rover and LM-Hadley Delta b,ckground 
Lower p.,t of LM-,A ... ennine front in background 
VHF and Docking Antenna-St. Georqe crater in 
background taken dUring SEV A 
Scott using lunar drill solar wind experiment in 
foreground 
Rover and lunar module--mountains in background 
Command and service modules above lunar horizon 
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APOLLO 15 SELECTED PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
Lunar surface a5 viewed from command module in 
orbit 
Lunar surface as viewed from command module in 
orbit 
Lunar surface features with sun flares and reflection 
caused by glares as photographed from command 
module 
Memonal plaque and small figure representing fallen 
astronaut placed in small crater 
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SKYlAB III SELECTED PICTURES. 
DESCRIPTION 
Sky lab III Crew Portrait (Bean-Garriott.lousma' 
Individual Portraits: 
Alan l. Bean 
Owen K. Garriott 
Jack R. lousma 
Skylab III Patch 
Suiting 
Skylab III launch 
Recovery Skylab III . CMS in water 
Astronauts on carrier after recovery 
Parachutes reefing from CMS 
Skylab space station in orbit 
Garrio.tt during EVA 
Space spider· Arabella 
Lousma· EVA 
Sky lab III RoII.out 
Skylab III S·IVB stage expended 
'Skylab III launched July 29. 1973. recovery September 25. 1973 
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APOLLO 16 SELECTEO PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
Duke eXdrnlnes idrge boulder. Lunar surface rake leans 
against rock 
Onboard Photography cont'd· 
Closeup view of boulder being exa, fined by Duke. 
Duke works at Lunar ROVltlg Vehicle In Center 
background. Small rocks and boulders scattered about 
Young works at Lunar Roving vehicle on left. Lunar 
Module at right. 
Closeup View of boulder :md depreSSIOn shown at its 
former position (prior to being rolled over by the 
astronauts) 
View looking Iflh: srn~lli crater with rocks strewn mound 
the edge 
Lunar Module leg and footpJd with <leployed Cosmic Ray 
Detactor e>-periment. Small boulder near footpad. 
Lunar Module on left. Rover on right with Young behlOd 
Rover 
Duke "ear Ultraviolet Carr.era/Spectroqraph 10 shade of 
Lunar Module. Rover and U.S. rld~ 10 background 
Duke walking. S~une MnuntJIn In bdCkground 
View looking tOWdtd Plum Crater, Rover parked on far 
rim of Cf.Jter 
Young workmq With lunar surface dnll at site of Apollo 
LUllar Surface Experiment Package IALSEP} 
,laployment. The LUllar Surface Magnetometer (LSM) 
IS in the toregruund 
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APOLLO 16 SELECTED PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
Rover in center backgrc.und. Stone Mountain far 
background as viewed from ALSEP site. Note Heat 
Flow Expurimen: in right foreground. 
ALSEP COmoonents deployed. Passive Seismic 
Experiment in foreground. Central Station (CIS) for 
ALSEP is in center background 
Young leaps up from the lunar surface to salute the U.S. 
flag ""ring the first Apollo 16 extravehicular activity. 
Lunal ; 10dule and Rover are on the left. Stone 
Mountain in background 
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APOllO 16 SELECTED PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
Onboard Photography cont'd: 
Command and Service Modules are viewed from Lunar 
Module above the lunar surface 
Earth rising above the lunar horizon 
Command and Service Modules viewed from LUnar 
Module. Lunar surface in background 
Lunar Module in lunar landing configuration as viewed 
h om Command and Service Modules 
Lunar Module in lunar landing configuration as viewed 
from Command and Service Modules 
Good view of the earth. Much cloud cover. Mexico and 
much of southwestern United St.tes clearly visible 
Lunar surface viewed from spacecraft in lunar orbit 
Full moon as viewed from Command and Service Modules 
d:'rjng transearth coast 
Luner Module ascent stage as viewed from the Command 
and Service Modules prior to docking. Sea of 
Fertility is below. Note damaged panels. 
Lunar Module ascent stage as viewed from the Command 
and Service Modules prior tn docking, Sea of 
Fertility is below. 
Distant view of Lunar Module ascent stage returning 
from lunar surface as viewed from the Commanl"j and 
Service Modules. 
Vertical view of mound features on lunar nearside 
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Apollo 17 Crew Portrait 
Indlv;dual PortraIts: 
Eugene A. Cern an 
HarrIson H. SchmItt 
Ronald E. Evans 
Apollo 17 Mission Emblem 
Saturn V on the pad 
Night shot of Saturn V on tho pad 
Prelaunch dinner 
Astronaut suiting actiVities 
APOLLO 17 SELECTED PICTURES 










Cernan in white room prior to enterinq spacecraft 72-H-1530 
Apollo 17 launch December 7,1972 72-H-1529 
Firing room, Kennedy Space Center, FL. 72-H-1524 
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APOL'_O 17 SELECTED PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
Replica of the plaque left on the MOGn 
Recovery: 
Command Module with parachuttJs deployed, splashdown 
In Pacific December 19, 1972. 
Command Module In wat~r with heilcopter above and USS 
Tlconderogd In background. 
Apollo 17 crew leave helicopter onb0ard USS Ticonderoga. 
Onboard Photography. 
Cernan stands near overhi1ngrnq rock with Gnomon jllst 
outside shaded area. 
Close-up view of orange 5011. 
Cernan b~l.ind LRV's high gain antenna with Ecv " In 
dIStant background. 
View of orange soil at Shorty Crater and Gnomon. 
Close~up of Lunar Roving vehicle's makeshift repair 
arrangement on (lQht rear fender. 
Schmitt standing next to huge, spl,~ lunar boulder. 
Schmitt next to U.S. flag with E? th In far dIStant 
background. 
Wide-angie view showing Sr:llmitt working at LRV 
orange sot! VISible on P lncr Side of Rover. 
Earth: Medrterranp· ... ol Sea area to AntJrtlcd South PolJr 
Ice CllP. Af r lCdl1 coast/me, ArllbhH1 Pemnsu!a, MilliHlilW 
Rppubllc. 
::.chmitt working beside huge boulder at base of North 
MasSif-LRV front vISible on left. 
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APOllO 17 SELECTED PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
Command Service Module viewed from Lunar Module 
during rendezvous & docking maneuvers. 
Evans performing EVA dUring transearth coast. 
Cernan makmg short checkout of "stripped down" 
LRV, East end of South MasSIf in bu"kground. 
Schmitt seated In LnV ~t Van Serg Crater. 
Schmitt collects lunar rake samples at station 1. 
Full Moon after TEl. 113rd nf surface vISible IS lunar 
f;uslde. 
Cernan walking toward Rover. deployed U.S. flag 
behtnd him. 
Crescent earthrise prior to TEl, lunar farslde In 
foreground. 
Expended S-IV8 aftPr LM extraction as seen from 
CSM, black sky. 
Cernan drives Rover beside LM, south MaSSif In 
background. 
Cernan unvellmg commemordtlve plaque at Lunar 
Module ladder. 
Large boulder With multiple cracks which Sc"mltt 
deSCribed In detail. 
Lunar Module ascent stage against black sky, seE:n 
from CSM dUring rendezvous 
Reproduction taken from color TV transmiSSion of 
the Lunar Module Idtoff from the Lunar surface. 
































Skylab Patch IMisSion F ,lblem) 
Skylab I Prelaunch 
Sky lab I Launch 





'Skylab I launched May 14, 1973 (space station unmanned) 
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SKY LAB II SELECTED PICTURES' 
DESCRIPTION 
Skylab II Crew Portrait (Conrad·We,tz·Kerwin) 
Individual Portraits: 
Charles Conrad Jr. 
Paul J. Weitz 
Joseph P. Kerwin 
Skylab II PatCh 
Skylab II Prelaunch 
Skylab II Launch 
Parachute Deployment 
Parachute Impact 
Astronauts leave spacecraft 
Skylab space station taken from Command Module showing 
parasol deployed and solar panel. 
Skylab space sta',on taken from Command Module 
Astronau t Kerwin gives oral exam to Conrad 
AstrOrldU! Conrau takes il shower in space 
AstrOrldut KerWin EVA 
AstrOrldut Weltz qets haircut from Conrad 
'Skylab Illdunched May 25, 1973, recovery June 22.1973 



































SKY lAB II SELECTED PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
Space station clL.:ster 
Astronaut Weltz gets physical exam from Kerwin 
Astronaut Weitz mans control and display panel 
View of OWS shOWing micrometeoroid s..,ield missing where 
parasol solar shield was later deployed 
O'Neill, Nebraska area 
St. LOUIS, Missouri area: Mississippi River, Mouth of MissC'un 
River, East St. louis, Illinois 
Paducah, Kentucky area: OhiO River, Illinois, Kentucky Lake 
on Tennessee River, Lake Barkley on Cumberland River, 
Ohio River flows into MissisSippi River 
Western area of Puerto Rico, City of Mayaguez 
Southeastern Utah: San Rafael Sv..11 and Capital Reef 
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SKY LAB IV SELECTED PICTURES' 
DESCRIPTION 
Skylab IV Crew Portrait (Pogue.Carr-Gibson) 
Individual Portraits: 
William R. Pogue 
Gerald P. Carr 
Edward G. Gibson 
Sky lab I V Patch 
Skylab IV Prelaunch 
Skylo" IV Launch 
RprrbPfY Skylab IV (;MS In water 
...... :.~. ';r J~ts on carrier 
Two Skylab IV crewmen, Pogue & Carr, are seen paSSing trash bags 
through the trash airlock of the Orbital Workshop of the Sky lab space 
stJtion, 
An overhedd view of the Sky lab space station cluster In Earth orbit as 
photographed from the Skylab 4 Command and Service Modules. 
Astronaut Gerald P. Carr, commander of the Skylab 4 mISsion, flies the 
Astronaut Maneuvering Equipment M509 Experiment. 
'Skylab IV launched November 16, 1973, recovered February 8,1974. 
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SKY LAB IV SELECTED PICTURES' 
DESCRIPTION 
Astronaut Gibson, Skylab 4 science pilot, stands at the Apollo Telescope 
Mount (ATM) console in the Multiple Docking Adapter (MDA) of the 
Sky lab space station cluster in Earth orbit. 
A near vertical view of the snow-covered northwest corner of Wyoming 
as seen from the Sky lab. 
A vertical view of the Gulf of St. Lowrence area of Canada as seen from 
the Skyl.,>. 
View of the Skylab space station cluster in Earth orbit was taken from 
the Skylab 4 Command and Service Modules. 
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ASTP SELECTED PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
PRE-LAUNCH 
ASTP Crew Portrait (Astronauts and Cosmonauts) 
ASTP Crew Patch 
ASTP Emblem 
ASTP Crewmen shown at the Baykor.ur launch complex 
ASTP Crewmen vISits White House 
ASTP Crewmen visits Moscow 
Artist concept of the ASTP docking Project 
Artist concept of the ASTP historic meeting in space 
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LAUNCH DAY CAPE KENNEDY 
DESCRIPTION 
LAUNCH DAY CAPE KENNEDY 
ASTP Crewmen enjoy pre-launch breakfast in the crew headquarters 
at KSC 
ASTP astronauts have their pressure suits checked out 
ASTP astronauts enter the van for the triP to the launch pad. 
Liftoff from KSC 
Soviet Ambassador to the U. S. and NA6 ~ Administrator ""'..ftet. 
the ASTP launch 
Russian Cosmonauts prepare for trip to launch pad,* 
Liftoff from USSR' 
-From TV Morlltar 
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ASTP SELECTED PICTURE;: 
DESCRIPTION 
RECOVERY 
ASTP Apollo Co",'nand Module landed into the Pacific Ocea" 
west of Hawaii. 
ASTP Apollo's thrae main parachutes collapse as spacecraft 
touches down in the Pacific Ocean 
Members of the Pacific Recovery Task Force secure the ASTP 
Apollo spacecraft 
ASTP astronauts speak via telephone tc President Ford from 
aboard the recovery ship 
ONBOARD PHOTOS 
Soviet Soyuz spacecmft photographed from window of 
the American Apollo spacecraft 
Astronaut Vance D. Brand, command module pilot 
Stafford and Leonov ~hake hands in Earth orbit. 
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ASTP SELECTED PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
Astre, It Stafford and C~smonaut Leonov are pho· ~graphed 
at . 'Nay leading between the two spacecrafts. 
Slay to. .nov in Orbital Module 
As·-" .: .,tafford and Slayton visit the Soviet Soyuz 
sp~cecraft during the joint phase 
Cosmonauts Kubasov and Leonov in Orbital Module 
Cosmonaut Kubasov in Orbital Module 
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ASTP SELECTED PICTURES 
DESCR IPTION 
Astronaut Stafford and Cosmonaut Leonov are shown In 
Soviet Soyuz spacecraft 
RUSSIAN ONBOARD 
View of Apollo from Soyuz (front view) 
View of Apollo from Soyuz (side view) 
RUSSIAN lAUNCH DAY & RECOVERY 
Soyuz on Launch Pad 
Cosmonaut Leonov & Kubasov sUited up 
.... aunch 
Recovery of Soyuz 

















SELECTED PIONEER 10 PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
Pio"eer F Plaque 
Jupiter's Red SPOT, and a shadow of the Moon, 10. 
Artist's concept of Pioneer Over Jupiter's R~d SPOt. 
Jupiter's Great Red Spot 
Juplter'h Red Spot, and d shadow of the Moon, 10. 
Imd~es taken of Jupiter in red light (left) and blue light 
increase in detail as Pioneer approaches Jupiter. 
Image of Jupiter showing the Great Red Spot. 
Technician!) make findi adjustml 1nts to PIoneer F spacecrdft. 
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SELECTED PIONEER 11 PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
Pioneer 11 spacecraft during checkout with mockup of launch vehicle's 
third stage. 
Pioneer 11 launch by an Atlas/Centaur from Kennedy Space Center, 
Fla. on 4/6/73. 
Pioneer 11 Photos of Jupiter: 
Jupiter series of imag .. from 4.9 million miles taken 11/26/74. 
Jupiter's Great Red Spot from 4 million miles, series taken 11/27/74. 
Jupiter images taken 11/28/74 
Jupiter images from 2.9 million miles taken 11/29/74. 
Jupiter's brightly banded weather zones are well defined in this image 
made 12/1/74 from 1.4 million miles. 
Computer-rectified images of Jupiter received 11/24/74 from 6 
million miles. 
Jupiter taken 12/2/74. 
Jupiter's belts and zones and relatively featureless north polar regions 
taken 1'L/3/74 from 26,000 miles. 
Jupiter's Great Red Spot taken from 218,000 miles on 12/2/74. 
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SELECTED PIONEER 111'ICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
Recllfied images of Jupiter taken in red and blue light on 11/30/74 
from 2.2 million miles, shows Great Red Spot and much of zone-and. 
bel t marking. 
Rectified Images of Jupiter taken In red dnd blue light on 11130174 
from 2.3 million miles. 
Rectified Images of Jupiter taken In red ana blue light on 11130174 
from 2 million miles. 
Rectified Images of Jupiter taken in red and blue light on 11/30174 
frOrT. 2.1 million miles. 
Jupiter and Its large moon Cdll,sto taken on 1211174 from 1.1 
million miles, 
Rectified images of Jupiter and moon 10 faintly seen o ..... er north pole 
from Over a million miles away t<lken 12/1174. 
Rectified Imdges of Jupiter taken 1211/74 from 1,428,000 miles 
away. 
Rectified image of Jupiter's Gredt Red Spot made from G60,000 
miles out or 12/2174. 
JUpiter and Ganymede taken on 12/2174 from 463,000 miles. 
Jupiter', Gr."t Red Spot t"ken on 12/2174 from 238,000 miles_ 
Two J,Jirtures tdken of Jupiter's north pole on 12/4174 frClm 
1.3 mililo 1 miles. 
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COLOR PHOTO NO. 
74-HC-667 
SELECTED PIONEER 11 PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
Rectified Imi:lge of Jupiter dnd moon 10 seen uver Jupiter's north 
pole from over d millton miles aw,;lY. 
RectIfied Image of Jupiter and moon fo seen above and to right of 
Jup"ers north pole from 1,428,000 miles away 12/1174. 
RectJtied Image of Jupiter "nd satellite Europa taken 11/30174 from 
more thdn 2 mtll!on miles. 
Rectified image of Jupiter "nd Io'oon 10 take~ on 11/3~/74 from 
mure than 2 millien miles. 
Jupiter's Great Red Spot made from 660,000 miles on 12/2174, 
Rectified image of .Jupiter's south polar region. 
Jupiters north pLle from 750,000 miles. 
Jupiter's nurth pole from about 750,00') miles. 
Jupiter's north pole from about 750,000 miles. 
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GENERAL INTEREST PICTURES 
ON THE NASA SPACE PROGRAM 
SUBJECT DATE DESCRIPTION B&W COLOR 
Original 7 astronauts 61·MR4·1 Astro. Train·17 
Vanguard I 3/17/58 Launch N/A 67·HC-48!l 
Explorer I 2/1/58 Launch Space·12 N/A 
TIROS I 4/1/60 Launch 6O·TIROS·33 60·TIROS·ll 
Freedom 7 5/5/61 Spacecraft 61·MR3·27 61·MR3·11 
Mereu ry·Redstone 3 5/5/61 Launch 61·MR3·72A MR·3-8 
Ranger I 8/23/61 Launch 61·Ranger i 5 Ranger 1·22 
Friendship 7 2/20/62 Spacecraft 62·MA6·74 MA6·1 
Atlas 2/20/62 Launch 62·MA6·111 MA6·36 
Mariner II 8/27/62 Launch 62·Mariner 11·16 Mariner·Mars 11·20 
Gemini III 3/23/65 Spacecraft 65·H-406 65·HC·141 
Gemini III 3/23/65 Launch 65·H·448 Gemin.3·83 
Sureyor I 5/30/66 Launch 66·H·l094 66·HC·307 
Lunar Orbiter I 8/10/66 Launch 66·H·l094 66·HC·1352 
Lunar Orbiter I 8/10/66 First view of Earth 67·H·218 N/A 
Lunar Orbiter I 8/10/66 First view of Moon 66·H·1379 N/A 
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GENERAL INTEREST PICTURES 
ON THE NASA SPACE PROGRAM 
SUBJECT DATE DESCRIPTION B&W COLOR 
Advanced Technology 11/5/67 Launch 61-H-1543 67·HC-721 
Satellite 
Artvanced Technology 11/5/67 Full Earth 67·\-1-1552 67-HC·723 
Satellite 
Mercury Redstone II 1/31/61 Chimp Ham 61·H-MR2-18 MR2·17 
Mercury Atlas V 11/29/61 Chimp Enos 61·MA5-17 MA516 
Surveyor I 6116/66 Lunar rock 66·H·794 66-H(,·531 




Solar Eclipse taken in 1966 
Artist Concept of our Solar System 
Solar Eclipse taken in 1966 
Saturn 
Solar Ecli",se taken in 1970 
Aurora Boreal is 
SELECTED PICTURES OF PLANETS AND 
OTHER SPACE PHENOMENA 
















LJrth from Aprdln 17 
r~1.Jf!:l t telescope vlI:;!W} 
M.H, ('\I1,'nnpr tl, by mL~uIC) 
Vt'm.l~ \ Tel ~scopc vu'w\ 
Venus (1\1drmer fly by} 
Saturn itelescope \"e .... ~d 
Jupi~clr (telescone view; 
JUlJlter (PlOnppr fly by) 
Mt!rcury ~te!t>~l:\Jpe View) 
MI~rcury (M,Hlner fly by mosaic) 
Urdnu ... 
SELECTED PICTURES OF PLANETS 













COLOH PHOI () NO. 
12-t-H'-lf}d 











Mating of first Viking Orbiter and Lander 
Mating of second Viking Orbiter and Lander 
Launch of Viking I 
Launch Of Viking II 
Landing site (map of Mars) 
Theme art·on the way to Mars 
Artist concept of Lander on the surface of Mars 
Viking B",blpm 
SELECTED VIKING PICTURES 




















First View of Mars from 9:~ million miles 
Mars from 7 millIOn miles 
Mars I,,) from 425,000 miles 
Mars from 348,000 miles 
Mars from 350,000 miles 
Mars from 225,000 showing "Grand Canyon" 
Photo while In olb,t of Chryse Region 
Orbit photo of crdte r on an "Island" 
"Island" In the Chrys<' Region 
Cr,-Hcr Yuty from 1165 mIles 
"Island" In the Ares Valley 
Pre-selected iondlnH site for Viking I 
Mars from 560,000 km 
12 overlaPPing photos shOWing pre-selected site 
5 overlapPing photos of Chryse Region 
Alternate landing site In Chryse Region 
Plateau in the Chryse Region 
VIKING' ORBITER PICTURES 
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COLOR PHOTO NO. 
76·HC618 
VIKING I ORBITER PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
Pre-selected landing area V-II Cydonia area 
Chryse Plarltia (mosaic) 
Mosaic of Viking II prime idndlng site 
Mosaic of Chryse Plan/tla 
GanglS Chasma (Ganges Canyon) 
Martian volcano 
Mar.;, Showing Argyre Basin an< south pole area 
Stera coverage of Mars looking southeast from the spacecraft 
New landing site for Viking I (23. N. Lat; 43.4 W. Long) 
Crater near landing site for Viking II 
Valles Marinens 
Capri (C'l) potential landing SIte for Viking II 
Fault lone~ 2·) south" of equator 
Mosaic of western part uf Chryse Planltla 
Western part of Chryse Planltla 
Mosaic of wester Chryse Plan/tlB 
Area W-NW of Original Viking I landing site 
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COLOR PHOTO NO. 
76 HC-6:'4 
76 HC-774 
VIKING I ORBITER PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
\t'~e<;h;r,l Chryse PlrHllt'd 
Cri;lter In LUndt' PlrlnltlB 
Larlljlnq site for ViklT19 I in Chryse Planitia 
,)t,IIClue Vlt-'" r)f Arqyre PI .... mtia 
AlrTllnCj PGIn~ f('r Vil<mq ! !andlng 
Phaba, by V,ki1g Onblter 
Mal s area west 0 Argyre 
Huge rock formation looks like human head 
Volcanoes In the Thars!::> Region near the Equator 
Manner 9 "South Spot" 
Mi.H5 t:ny moon, [)P-lrTlOS 

























COLOR PHOTO NO. 
VIKING I ORBITER PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
Mas,lIe t'f 15 ph, h)5 of the "Grand Canyon of Mar~" 
Composite of ~ht" Noctls LdbYrinthu5 with hriqht clouds of 
wdter Ice during Sun r/S~ 
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B&W PHOTO NO. 
76-H-751 
76-H-781 
COLOR PHOTO NO. 
76-f'C-773 
76-HC-791 
VIKING I LANDER PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
First photo taken of Mars surface 
First panoramic view of Mars surface 
Surface of Mars 
High resolution photo of Martian surface 
Foot pad and debris on surface 
Crater Arandas 
Computerized overlay for digging purposes 
Etched figure "8" on roo:k 
U.S. Flag and insignias on spacecraft 
Area N.E. of spacecraft 
Boom latch pin elected 
Stereo coveraqe of Mars :ooklng southe1st from the spacecraft 
Martian sunset over Chryse Planitla on 8/20176 (same as 76·HC·7421 
Sand dunes and large rocks 
Viking I's meteorology Instrument 
Vlking's footpad 
Trench dug by sampler 
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COLOR PHOTC' NO. 
76·HC·655 
VIKING I LANDER PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
Viking landscape showing dune field 
Viking I's collector head 
First photo taken on surface IBlud Sky) 
Corrected version of 76·HC-655 
Surface of Mars, portion of spacecraft showin3 
Mars surfaee; portion of Viking I; U.S. ~Iag; and Bicentennial logo 




Same as 76·HC·615; exagge'ated 
A summer day on Mars 
Mars from 560,000 km 
Mars, r'.owing Argyra Basin and south pole area 
Computer enhanced Martian sunset over Chryse Planltia 
',nhancement of 76-H-749 & 76-HC-742) 
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VIKING II ORBITER PICTURES 
DESCR IPTION 
Phoba> 
North polar cap 
Utopia Planiti" 
Target POlOt for V,klltg II 
\''''.'estern flank of Albd PJtera 
Whrtf'S.lUcer 
Huge volc:moes of the Tharsis RegIOn 
Phobos 
Soil :.amples being taken from Bonnevillt: Salt Flub 
Frosty scene near Mar's north pole shows the regron In mld.summer 
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COLOR PHOTO NO. 
76-I1C881 
VIKING II LANDER PICTURES 
DESCRIPTION 
High resolution photo of the Martian surface 
A shallow 12 inch·long trench dug by Viking II surface samp'" 
Aluminum shroud 
White circles snow where Viking II will dig first trench 
Utopia region 
Utopia Planitia 
Martian plain surroundir.g Viking II 
A clear day on Mars 
First picture on surface of Mars after touch down September 3,1976 
First color photo taken by Viking II - Martian surface 
The Martli1n horizon as seen by Vikin~J II 
A Utopian bnght summer afternoon on Mars 
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DESCRIPTION B&W PHOTO NO. COLOR PHOTO NO. 
NACA COWLING 2B·RES AIR·l 
X-l FLIGHT LANG FACIL·49 
RESEARCH AIRPLANES LANG FACIL-56 
X-15 IN FLIGHT 62-X15-13 X15-ll 
X-15 AIP.PLANE - NEIL ARMSTRONG 60·X-35 
X-15 AND B-70 67·H-1123 X15-26 
ANTI·SYMMETRICALWING 72-H-666 72·HC-464 
NOISE REDUCTION 72-H-376 
RPRV-REMOTELY PILOTED RESEARCH VEHICLE 73-H-l032 73-HC-120 
AUGMENTOR-WING C-8A "BUFFALO" AIRCRAFT 74-H-340 74-HC·20B 
AIR SAFETY -- SIMULATED CRASH TEST 74-H-366 74-HC-217 
RUNWAY RESEARCf-l 6B-H-471 6B-HC·274 
RUNWAY FRICTION TEST 6B-H-541 68·HC-239 
WAKE VORTEX 74-H-5B5 74-HC-604 




B&W PHOTO NO. COLOR PHOTO ."'G. STOL RESEARCH OV·10A BRONCO 
71·H-1606 71·HC·1411 X-14A RESEARCH VTOL 
65·H·155 71·HC·1099 TILT ROTOR CONCEPT 
73·H328 73·HC·292 F·111 AIRPLANE 
67-H-271 74·HC-178 
HYPERSONIC TRANSP()RT CONCEPT 
71-H·730 71·HC-632 ADVA"JCED SST CONCEPT 
72·H·84 
SUPER-CRITICAL WING F·8 AIRPLANE 
72-H·216 71-HC-607 SUPER-CRITICAL WING DR_ WHITCOM8 
74·H-397 74·HC·234 YF·12 AIRPLANE 
71·H·949 73·HC·567 X8·70 AIRPLANE' 
68·H·1B2 68·HC·124 80EING 707 AIRPLANE 
67·H·538 67·HC·531 LOC' " ED 9£>0 
66·H·514 65·HC·265 
LIFTING BODY AIRCRAFT -M·2.F1, M2.F2 
66·H-496 66·HC-1947 LIFTING BODY AIRCRAFT -HL 10 
























NASA HIGH ALTITUDE AIRCRAFT INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHS 
Location 
ALASKA 
FdlrbcHl~S, Chena River, TandnJ River, Hlchdrdson & 
",'\ldskd Hlqhw..lYs, Ft WJynewright Army Air Field 
t~ldt~11! llidcler, Mt Moffitt 
AI..IJku Pipeline route, suppl'( aH!:Itrlp, ArctiC circle runs 
KhJSS center of photo 
AHI/ONA 
S,m FrdrJl,;lSCO Bay, Hll hmond, Berkely, SJn HJt,wl Bndye 
Sutt[.lr Buttes \Hea. YlJh~1 City, SJcrarnento RIver 
tidn Berndrdmo, Norton AFB, Sdr1 Bernardino MountJlns 
Orange County are.!, Los An~JPlp<;, EI TlJl() M.mne Air 
Stdtlon, Npwport Beac.;h, Irvirle R,]nch 



























II H 614 
11·H 610 
71 H 612 
75H·321 
NASA HIGH ALTITUDE AIRCRAFT INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHS 
Location 
COLORADO 
Denver. Barr Lake. Brighton. U.S. Highway '35. Ft. Lupton. 
Interstate 80 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
Washington, Potr)mac River 
CONNECTICUT 
New Haven, New Haven Harbor. Lonq Island Sound 
GEORGIA 
Atlanta, Chr (ahoochee RIVer 
ILLINOIS 
Peoria, IllinoIs River 
Cl.lCdgO 
INDIANA 
Terre Haute, Wabash River 



























NASA HIGH AL TlTUDE AIRCRAFT INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHS 
Location 
IOWA 
Cedar Rapids, Cedar Hlver, Mallon 
KANSAS 





Baton Rouge, MississippI River 








June 1970 7~ ·HC·590 
75 HC·125 
75·HC 126 
June 1973 75·HC·106 
75·HC172 













NASA HIGH ALTITUDE AIRCRAFT INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHS 
':olor B&W 









J'Jne 1972 14~Hr: 330 14 H ":'6 
MIS';ISSIPPI 
Jackson, Ross Barne'.t Reservoir, Municipal Airport 
75 HC~ 70 !;,H 16[, 
MI<:iSOURI 74HC5~O '4H"n 
Kansas City 
MISSOURI 
14~HC~5h<1 14 H'L':l 
Kansas City 
14HC5~)1 74 H Q'u1 
St. LoUIs 
NfcW JERSEY 
70" 63') I'l H H4~ 
South River 
19" 
NASA HIGH AL TlTUDE AIRCRAFT INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHS 
LOCdtion 
New York City, M<lrlhiHtdn Isldnd, Brooklyn, Governor':, 
& fledloes IsldOds 
NUf1 T Ii CAROLINA 
AstleVIIJI:!, French Bruad River 
OKLAHOMA 
Hou:,ton 


























11 H 961 
1411 943 
nl H :'~'{) 
I') H ;'.17 





Salt Lake City 
VIRGINIA 
Norfolk·Newport News, Mouth of James River 
WASHINGTON 
Elliott Bay area of Seattle, Industrial Harbor Island 






Date Taken Photo No. 
May 1971 74·HC·562 
Sept. 1972 74-HC·118 














Approach and Landing Test first crew: 
Fred W. Haise, Jr. and C. Gordon Fullerton 
Approach and Landing Test second crew: 
Joe H. Engle and Richard H. Truly 
Space Shuttle Pressure Suit 
Space Suit & Rescue System 
Artist Concept: 
Space Shuttle Orbiter Mating/Demating Facility with 
an Orbiter model atop a 747 airplane 
Space Shuttle Orbiter rides "piggyback" atop Boeing 747 
carrier aircraft 
Space Shuttle Orbiter shortly after separating from the 
Boeing 747 carrier aircraft 
Space Shuttle Orbiter shortly after separating from Boeing 
747 carrier aircraft at start of approach and landing test 
Space Shuttle Orbiter being refurbished after space flight 
Space Shuttle launch with all engines burning 
Space Shuttle solid rocket boosters are jettisoned 
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Separation of external tank from Space Shuttle's 
Orbiter spacecraft 
Orbiter finng retrorocke~s to slow and POSI tion the 
OrbIter in space 
Orbiter with manipulator arms extended prepares to 
:ecover orbiting satellite 
Orbiter places a Space Tug and payload in Earth orbit 
Space Shuttle placement of Large Space Telescope in 
space 
Orbiter With manipulator arms ex tended prepares to 
retrieve a satellite 
Space Shuttle placement of satellite In Earth ")rbit 
Space Shuttle Orbiter approaches a landing fiel-; 
follOWing a flight In space 
Landing of the Space Shuttle's Orbiter spacecraft 
Spacelab In the payload bay of the Space Shuttle In 
earth orbit 
Space Shuttle Orbiter cut-dway view 
Space Shu ttle cu t-away view 
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Interior view of the flight deck of Space Shuttle Orbiter 101 
Orbiter Vehicle 101 roll-out Sept. 17, 1976 at Palmdale, Calif. 
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B&W PHOTO NO. 
76-H-323 
76-H-854 





Twin 19 mile long, 4 mile in diameter cylinders are seen as they 
would appear from an approaching spaceship 
Earth-like landscape from inside a 19 mile long space colony seen 
from the end cap 
Inside view of the colony as night approaches. This view IS seen 
from the endcC'"l. 
A view showing a bridge similar In size to the San Francisco Bay 
Bndge to emphasize eventual sizes of such colonies 
Outside view of a wheel-like colony that would be over a mile 
in diameter 
A segment of the torus-shaped space colony is shown during final 
construction 
Agricultural area of a space colony 
Photo of a model of the space colony's manutacturing facility. 
Photo of a model of a docking 'tation for space colony 
Illustration of a space colony that looks like a giant wheel In space 
Artist's concept of the interior of the torus or outer ring of the 
space colony 
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COLOR PHOTO NO. 
75-HC-272 
75-HC-271 
75-HC-471 
75-HC-470 
75-I-lC-469 
75-HC-468 
76-HC-99 
76-HC-650 
76-H-648 
76-HC-649 
76-HC647 
